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Abstract
The harmonica was once taught in American public schools coast to coast from the 1920s
through the 1940s when imports of harmonicas were curtailed due to World War II's efforts.
Since then, American public-school instrumental music curricula have long forgotten the only
wind instrument that makes music when the student inhales or exhales. The harmonica provides
a natural calming effect to the player and medical benefits, including being a tool for overcoming
mental health issues and expressing needs and feelings without words. During the era when the
harmonica was taught, pedagogy lacked uniformity. Consequently, confusion about the
instrument's unique tuning scheme has discouraged many music educators from embracing it,
despite its low financial cost and its potential for very high popularity among students. The
harmonica's popularity presents a likeliness that students will continue to play it far beyond their
K-12 education experience, today just as they did in the early 20th century.
Federal legislation regulating school policy, such as the No Child Left Behind act, has
broad-sweeping implications for music teachers to provide direct instruction in the Least
Restrictive Environment. Through qualitative research, this thesis compares multiple levels of
literature, program requirements, and course syllabi. The research findings reveal that music
teacher preparation programs do not comprehensively prepare for adapting instruments or
modifying curriculum to provide inclusion for students with disabilities, including paraplegics,
amputees, and the blind, in instrumental, performance-based music classrooms. The harmonica is
easily adaptable to meet school-age children's specific physical and cognitive needs. At the same
time, school districts maintain compliance with inclusion mandates and guidelines from
legislation and teaching standards for K-12 instrumental music education.
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CHAPTER ONE
Introduction
The harmonica was a vital part of America’s twentieth-century musical movement, music
education, and community. It was taught by music teachers in American public schools from the
very early 1920s through the late 1930s, just before the United States entered World War II. It
was the subject of newspaper, magazine, and journal articles written by music educators,
administrators, professors, and deans. City officials and park boards acknowledged the
harmonica’s role that it provided boys and girls through harmonica contests and performance
opportunities. While some harmonica groups assembled in the local parks and schools, other
similar groups toured and entertained the Presidents of the United States and other international
dignitaries in Washington D.C. By the middle 1930s, harmonicas were available in all shapes
and sizes with different voicings, such as soprano, alto, tenor, and bass, in addition to chordal
accompaniment harmonicas. Furthermore, harmonica virtuosi commissioned concerti written by
highly regarded composers of the time. This phenomenon was not constrained by national
boundaries; however, America produced many virtuosic chromatic harmonica artists. The
harmonica was a part of American life in many ways, chiefly associated with cowboys, railroads,
western expansion, the Vaudeville stage, silent films, and the motion picture industry.5
Music education in the United States once embraced the harmonica because of its
popularity, affordability, and portability.6 During the early Twentieth Century in America, the
harmonica was also used to assemble boys and redirect their excess energy by providing

Carol L. Shansky, "’We Are Aiming for Quality and Good Music’: The Hebrew Orphan Asylum
Harmonica band (NYC) and Music Education, 1924-1930." Journal of Historical Research in Music Education, ,
2019: 1-2.
5

6

Ibid., 23.
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recreational activities specifically to promote after-school harmonica bands in communities
across the United States. There were local, state, and national harmonica contests where
contestants earned titles and won prizes. The best players were offered national touring
opportunities.
The mundharmonika, as it is known in Germany, translated as mouth accordion or mouth
organ7, continues to be a prevalent musical instrument today in most parts of Europe and Asia,
where it is taught in public schools to children as early as Kindergarten. The curriculum includes
learning solo and ensemble transcriptions of western classical and pop music, performing in
school and community harmonica orchestras, as well as competing in local, state, national, and
international contests where they earn titles, win prizes, and are recognized on the world stage.
Background
The harmonica has been utilized to deliver music education in special schools for
children with physical disabilities in America. During the early twentieth century, it was
common to see children in wheelchairs, hospital beds, and crutches, playing the harmonica in
schools specializing in children's education with cerebral palsy and schools for the blind. During
the mid-twentieth century, schools developed strong philosophies to provide music education for
school-age children with disabilities. The University Hospital School at the University of Iowa
was one school that provided strong music education for children with “physical handicaps such
as cerebral palsy, post-polio complications, spina bifida, and others, [they found that] it is
sometimes difficult to provide the individual attention needed to reach the goal of musical

7

Haik Wenzel, and Martin Häffner, Hohner The Living Legend, (Bergkirchen: PPVMEDIEN GmbH,
2006), 69, 73.
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independence,”8 for each student.
Students with visual impairment, low vision, and blindness may need curricular
adaptations and classroom modifications, which is challenging for most music teachers.
According to Baker and Green, “music can have an important part to play in the formal
education of visually-impaired children and adults throughout their lives, as well as within their
extra-curricular, community—based, informal and other activities,”9 which adds to a person’s
quality of life for its entirety. Music teachers must have tools in their toolboxes to attend to the
adaptations and modifications for any student they may encounter. Whether disabled or not,
confined to a mobility device or independently mobile, music teachers must be equipped with
knowledge and resources to serve all students.
Theoretical Framework
Twenty first-century America has had lawmakers at the federal level authorize numerous
legislations and implement laws protecting the disabled by giving them equal educational
opportunities. The No Child Left Behind Act of 2001 (NCLB) made the most significant strides
to provide a Free and Appropriate Public Education (FAPE) to all children and in the Least
Restrictive Environment (LRE). Years later, the results were devastating where school
administrators trimmed their budgets because “NCLB had narrowed curriculum only to subjects
being tested”10 , thus cutting arts and music programs as a response to meet the state and local

8

John Bixler, "Music for the Physically Handicapped," American Music Teacher 18, no. 6 (1969): 21.

9

David Baker and Lucy Green. "Perceptions of Schooling, Pedagogy and Notation in the Lives of
Visually-Impaired Musicians," Research Studies in Music Education 38, no. 2 (2016): 194.
10

Alice-Ann Darrow, "The Every Student Succeeds Act (ESSA): What it Means for Students with
Disabilities and Music Educators," General Music Today 30, no. 1 (2016): 41.
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requirements to comply with NCLB using only local money with no additional funding from the
federal government. Finally, in 2015, the Every Student Succeeds Act (ESSA) reset school
districts’ compliance requirements, now mandating school districts to provide all students with a
well-rounded education. ESSA essentially put the burden back on the school district to offer
students a wide range of courses. Still, ESSA also provided a federal funding stream under Title
IV to help support the arts and music without relying entirely on local funds. ESSA puts this
plainly that schools will “broaden music opportunities for all underserved students—including
those with disabilities,”11 as they seek to provide a well-rounded education for all students. Now,
children with disabilities, cognitive delays, and physical handicaps have greater opportunities to
engage in the arts and music courses. Federal funding is now provided, by request, to provide
special equipment necessary to accommodate a child’s needs.
Problem Statement
Students with disabilities are underserved and underrepresented in the arts and music
programs across the nation. According to authors Bernabe-Villadre and Martinez-Bello, the
underrepresentation of disabled students is consistent with stereotypes created through the
imagery in music textbooks. Bernabe-Villadre and Martinez-Bello go on, stating that “the [music
education] community should understand the need to include more disabled people in their visual
representations and to show inclusive pictures of interaction between children with and without
disabilities.”12 Moreover, this phenomenon persists because special equipment and qualified staff
come at a high cost. Furthermore, students with disabilities are often “kept apart from the school

11

Darrow, The Every Student…, 44.

12
Ma del Mar Bernabé-Villodre, and Vladimir E. Martínez-Bello, “Analysis of Gender, Age and Disability
Representation in Music Education Textbooks: A Research Update,” International Journal of Music Education 36,
no. 4 (November 1, 2018): 506.
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population at large because of… differences and… the perspective of limitations.”13 The
harmonica, a relatively low-cost musical instrument, was once used by music teachers in special
schools nationwide until it went out of vogue in the late 1930s and never made a comeback to
serve students’ instrumental music learning needs.
School boards regularly look directly at the arts programs in search of budgetary relief,
which usually manifests itself naturally through attrition and the forced furloughing of music and
art teachers. Public law 107-10, more commonly referred to as the No Child Left Behind Act of
2001 (NCLB), refined and defined teachers' roles in providing instruction to students, especially
students with disabilities. Instrumental music education is an area that is lacking in pre-service
teacher education, leaving music teachers to the age-old practice of trial-and-error when a
student wants to participate in a secondary music ensemble, and the teacher must comply with an
Individual Education Plan (IEP) team’s measurable annual goals statements. About students
specifically with physical disabilities of the upper limbs, Alice-Ann Darrow states that “…a
number of instruments… can be adapted for one hand playing…”14 including keyboard, brass,
and woodwinds. The harmonica is a musical instrument that can be held with either left or right
hand, regardless of hand dominance or even configured to be played with no hands.
The harmonica is ordinarily held with the hands, one at each end or cupped at the back.
The orientation of the notes is like many keyboard instruments, including the piano, organ, and
mallet percussion, where the low notes are on the left and the high notes are on the right. The
harmonica is very adaptable by the music teacher to accommodate students’ individual needs.

Teryl Dobbs, “Equity in Music Education: Being ‘Schooled’ on Disability,” Music Educators Journal
104, no. 2 (December 1, 2017): 52.
13

14
Alice-Ann Darrow, “Adaptive Instruments for Students With Physical Disabilities.” General Music
Today 25, no. 2 (2012): 45.
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One adaptation is to turn the harmonica upside down or flip it over. While this reverses the note
orientation, the music teacher can provide specially designed instruction for the student. A
second adaptation is to mount the harmonica in a frame for hands-free accessibility according to
the learner's needs. A third adaptation, specific to the chromatic harmonica, is to flip the slide
bar's orientation from the right side to the left to accommodate students’ needs. These
modification examples give the instrumental music teacher more opportunities to include
students with physical disabilities.
Unfortunately, music education has a history of failing to include students with
disabilities. According to Adam Patrick Bell, author of “(dis)Ability and Music Education:
Paralympian Patrick Anderson and the Experience of Disability in Music,” “a line is drawn
between the so-called able and disabled… the focus within the Paralympics is on what the athlete
is able to do… by comparison, music education tends to dwell on what the learner is unable to
do,”15 a practice which is diabolically contrary to NCLB, opening any given school district to
due process lawsuits for failure to provide a student with Free and Appropriate Public Education
(FAPE) in the Least Restrictive Environment (LRE). The instrumental music performance
classroom can finally accommodate students with upper limb motor skills impairment.
Purpose Statement
This thesis aims to bring awareness to the lack of pre-service teacher preparation for fully
inclusive instrumental performance classrooms. Nationally, there is a lack of consistency in the
program requirements for the music education degree and music education methods courses,
which exposes a complacency toward making accommodations for students with disabilities in

15
Adam Patrick Bell, “(dis)Ability and Music Education: Paralympian Patrick Anderson and the
Experience of Disability in Music,” Action, criticism, & theory for music education. 16, no. 3 (n.d.): 114–115.
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instrumental music education classrooms. Students with special needs have been excluded from
music classes for several decades. Now, “the new ESSA discourages removing students from the
classroom, including music and arts, for remedial instruction.”16 Still, music teachers need to
know how to include students with cognitive and physical handicaps in their music rooms that
have traditionally been unwelcome to students with handicaps. Darrow states, “music educators
and music therapists teaching instrumental music to students with various cognitive and physical
disabilities”17 need resources to make appropriate educational choices. This thesis will be a tool
and provide insight and suggestions to music teachers regarding how to appropriately teach the
harmonica to students with specific cognitive and physical disabilities and maintain the students’
dignity while providing a well-rounded education for all students.
Students with visual impairment are often excluded from music education due to the
misconception that blind students cannot read music. On the contrary, blind musicians read
braille music, which requires both hands. David Baker and Lucy Green remark that “music can
have an important part to play in the formal education of visually-impaired children and adults
across their lives, as well as within their extra-curricular, community-based, informal and other
activities.”18 Baker and Green’s writing supports the notion that all children should receive a
meaningful and well-rounded education, including music education, since most visual
impairments have adult-onset long after a person graduates from K-12 education.

Bob Morrison, “The Every Student Succeeds Act and What’s in It for YOU! (But Only If You Act!),”
School Band & Orchestra 19, no. 8 (August 2016): 52.
16

17

Darrow, Adaptive Instruments for Students…, 44.

18
Baker, David, and Lucy Green. “Perceptions of Schooling, Pedagogy and Notation in the Lives of
Visually-Impaired Musicians.” Research Studies in Music Education 38, no. 2 (2016): 197.
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Significance of the Study
Students with cognitive disabilities, developmental delays, physical handicaps, and
emotional needs have been excluded from instrumental music education in the past. As a result
of this study, students will gain a positive self-image from learning and performing in a musical
ensemble. Music teachers will additionally benefit because the harmonica is a relatively low-cost
instrument, which may serve “children who could not otherwise engage in music learning.”19
Now, these students will have the opportunity to develop and demonstrate the skills associated
with a musical performance in an accommodating manner and an inclusive environment.
Legislation and Guidelines
A common source of tension in a school is the interpretation and implementation of new
laws and guidelines. Adaptations and modifications for exceptional learners are often viewed as
the special education teacher's responsibility, not that of the regular education teacher. Author
Tuulikki Laes, wrote about professional development steps to improve attitudes of music
teachers, had this to say, “several studies in… music teacher education ha[s]… shown that direct
contact with persons with disabilities… is more likely to produce positive attitudes towards
inclusion and diversity both among pre-service and in-service teachers.”20 Furthermore,
additional pre-service and in-service hours should be dedicated to the inclusion of students with
disabilities in the regular general education music classroom.
Music teachers provide direct instruction to students in alignment with their state’s
teaching standards, no different from their colleagues. However, as Darrow states, the music

19

Shansky, “‘We Are Aiming…”

20
Tuulikki Laes and Heidi Westerlund. “Performing Disability in Music Teacher Education: Moving
Beyond Inclusion through Expanded Professionalism,” International Journal of Music Education 36, no. 1 (2018):
36.
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teacher has an advantage because “many students may even excel in music since the information
typically is presented through auditory, visual, and kinesthetic means.”21 Music teachers already
employ the techniques needed to provide direct instruction to children with physical and
cognitive disabilities and those with no disability. Still, some students will have impaired hearing
or sight or are deaf or blind, which presents more challenges for the music teacher. Baker and
Green advocate for music teachers to possess the knowledge to provide appropriate
accommodations stating, “with visually-impaired children learning in schools, the onus is on
music teachers to have knowledge.”22 Music schools ought to prepare students with a general
understanding of instrumental music accommodations for children with high-incidence
disabilities. The music teacher should request that the IEP team provide professional
development when a child with a low-incidence disability is placed in the instrumental music
classroom so that the educator may use best practices for Free and Appropriate Public Education
(FAPE) and Least Restrictive Environment (LRE).
IEP planning and implementation embrace a collaboration of regular education, special
education, administration, family, and any outside agency involved with the student at school.
Jenny Gonyou-Brown suggests, “embracing a collaborative approach to IEP planning,
individualized music learning tasks and experiences can be connected with learning goals,”23
which can be highly beneficial to students when regular and special teachers and outside
providers work together on common goals. Establishing a measurable annual music goal must be

Alice-Ann Darrow, “Students With Learning Disabilities in the Music Classroom.” General Music Today
26, no. 1 (October 2012): 42.
21

22

Baker and Green, Perceptions of Schooling…, 17.

23
Jenny Gonyou-Brown, "Incorporating Music into Individualized Programs for Students with
Developmental Disabilities," The Canadian Music Educator 57, no. 3 (2016): 38.
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done through a collaborative effort between the special educator, music educator, and therapist,
if one is involved in the child’s respiratory or occupational therapy. Compliance for such goals
requires diagnostic data, measurability for progress monitoring with quarterly progress reports
provided to the parents.
All stakeholders, especially those advocating for children with disabilities, care about the
child’s full access to a well-rounded education in the LRE. Improving the preparation of music
teachers will make general music and secondary level performance ensembles more meaningful
to children who comprise the current population of underrepresented students in instrumental
music classes. One significant move towards LRE is by providing accommodations and
modifications in the regular education classroom where all students are welcome to participate
and learn. Students in music classes with motor skill disorders or paraplegia receive assistance
from a personal care assistant (PCA) when instructed to tap or clap in time with the music.
The Harmonica as an Educator’s Tool
The harmonica’s relatively simple design allows its hands-free use in a rack that is
supported around the neck, requiring only that the student has neck mobility. The teacher or PCA
can assist the student in setting up the harmonica in its neck rack and then place the frame on the
student. The diatonic harmonica requires the student to have sufficient mobility to move the lips
eight centimeters horizontally. The hands-free chromatic harmonica requires the student to move
the lips twelve centimeters horizontally and four millimeters vertically. In some instances, the
IEP team should consult a school-based occupational therapist. Otherwise, the student breathes
by inhaling and exhaling, exercising the lungs while making music in the instrumental music
performance classroom.
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The harmonica’s function as a tool
The harmonica can be played monophonically as well as polyphonically. Monophonic
playing can be achieved with two different methods, pucker and tongue blocking. Puckering is
also referred to as pursed lips or whistle position. Regardless of the term, the main concept
remains the same; the lips are protruded and tightened to make a small circle of air that may be
directed into a single hole on the mouthpiece to produce one note. Tongue blocking for single
notes allows for the lips to be more relaxed to cover a maximum of three holes at any given time.
The tongue comfortably covers two holes to the left, channeling air only into the hole on the
right; this standard embouchure may also be reversed to also direct air to the left.
Students can learn to play standard music notation and develop advanced techniques, just
as with all musical instruments. Polyphonically, they can play various harmony intervals,
including seconds, thirds, fourths, fifths, sixths, sevenths, and perfect octaves. Second, third, and
fourth intervals can be achieved using a relaxed pucker method because these intervals are found
in two adjacent holes. The advanced technique utilized for this polyphonic effect is another form
of tongue blocking. For producing the fifth interval, the harmonicist will open the mouth to cover
three holes but use the tip of the tongue to block the middle hole so that the root and fifth are the
only notes sounding. For an octave, the harmonicist will open the mouth to cover five holes and
block the middle three with the tip of the tongue so that the note and its octave displacement are
the only receiving airflow. Additionally, triads, chords, and arpeggios are attainable with
inversion and position as in traditional Bach harmony.
Furthermore, the harmonica is a capable tool to teach multiple different rhythmic
tonguing techniques and articulations. Using the pucker method, the tongue is free to articulate
single notes and standard patterns for fast duplets and triplets. When using the tongue blocking
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method, articulations are achieved through glottal stops and diaphragmatic control. This gives
the music educator access to a vast world of knowledge and musical techniques which are shared
by the harmonica and can be introduced to students in a fun and engaging way.
The harmonica as a tool for inclusion
The harmonica is the ultimate tool for inclusion because of its easily accommodating
design. Unfortunately, this instrument is rarely utilized in the music classroom due to the
pervasive thought that the harmonica is a toy; thus, it has not been recognized as a legitimate tool
for music education until now. An accepted curriculum to demystify preconceived notions and
presumed assumptions about the harmonica that teaches pedagogical techniques and instructional
strategies will potentially provide music educators with the knowledge to expand opportunities
for students with disabilities in the instrumental music classroom. The ability for music educators
to teach the harmonica will increase inclusion opportunities for students with disabilities in the
instrumental curriculum of general music and student performance ensembles of junior high and
high school. The result will surely be that more students with disabilities are given the
opportunity to participate in instrumental music at a higher rate than ever before.
The harmonica has the potential for broad influence with students of various abilities and
attitudes by providing an extraordinary instrumental option for music class. Music teachers will
adequately present instruction that meets state and national standards while engaging students to
promote the transfer of musical knowledge. According to Adam Patrick Bell and others, “the
philosophy of UDL [universal design for learning] is based on the idea that there are multiple
ways of representing knowledge (principle one), multiple ways students can demonstrate their
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understanding (principle two), and multiple ways of engaging students (principle three).”24 Thus,
all students can be included in class learning goals, and their participation can be measured on a
leveled field. The harmonica, as a tool in music education, will serve all three principles of UDL.
Students can demonstrate their musical knowledge of steady beat, melody, harmony, rhythm, and
ensemble participation using a low-cost, 10-hole, diatonic harmonica.
These same concerns have been addressed even at Tanglewood and Housewright, which
discussed these very needs as early as 1968 when the Tanglewood Declaration formally
addressed a need for improved teacher preparation better to serve disadvantaged students and
students with emotional disturbance.25 Subsequently, the Housewright Declaration articulated
agreements stating that “all persons, regardless of… ability… deserve to participate”26 in music
and supported future research toward students’ “intellectual, emotional, and physical responses
to music,”27 charges music educators to “identify the barriers… and work to overcome them,”28
all of which speak to the central issue of making music accessible for full inclusion of students in
the instrumental music units of general music instruction and the performing groups of the
secondary level.
In music education degree programs, teachers learn minimal accommodation or
modification techniques for children with emotional and behavioral disabilities and mild physical

24
Adam Patrick Bell, David Bonin, Helen Pethrick, Amanda Antwi-Nsiah, and Brent Matterson, “Hacking,
Disability, and Music Education,” International Journal of Music Education 38, no. 4 (November 1, 2020): 659.
25

The Tanglewood Declaration. National Association for Music Education. Accessed July 5, 2018.
https://nafme.org/wp-content/files/2015/12/18-HousewrightDeclaration.pdf.
“Vision 2020” Housewright Declaration. National Association for Music Education. September 26, 1999.
Accessed July 5, 2018. https://nafme.org/wp-content/files/2015/12/18-HousewrightDeclaration.pdf.
26

27
McCarthy, Marie. “The Housewright Declaration: A Lens for Viewing Music Education in the Early
Twenty-First Century.” Contributions to Music Education 45 (2020): 51.
28

“Vision 2020” Housewright Declaration.
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impairments. Generally, these modifications utilize percussion instruments that lend themselves
to gross motor skills rather than fine motor skills. Currently, there is no reasonable plan for
music teachers to accommodate children with gross motor skills impairment. For example, if the
child cannot hold a drumstick, he cannot play the drum. Some children with communication
impairment utilize electronic technology for non-verbal communication. While this technology is
a step in the right direction, it may still be perceived as a disassociated musical involvement by
pressing a button on a tablet. Although percussion instruments meet the general requirements for
music education, there is a personal connection with an instrument when breathing is the
mechanism from which the music is produced. The array of additional benefits that come from
playing the harmonica are indisputably why this instrument is the most effective tool for the full
inclusion music classroom to teach rhythm and melody, and harmony.
Diatonic harmonicas. There are simple and complex harmonicas. The diatonic harmonica
is amongst several simpler models of this unique instrument. It has no complicated mechanism,
and the reeds freely vibrate with normal breath pressure. Deep breathing is not required to
produce adequate sound, and because of the diatonic harmonica’s design, it lends itself perfectly
to school-based respiratory therapy. The number of notes can regulate respiratory resistance
played at one time and still produce a pleasant sound in the I major or V7 dominant chords. The
construction of the diatonic harmonica has traditionally been a sandwich-style of brass and
wood. Construction changes with modern advancements include stainless steel reed plates and
cover plates assembled on a plastic or aluminum comb, making this harmonica more durable if
dropped, involuntarily released, or deliberately thrown by a tough kid. Furthermore, it can be
sanitized in a household dishwasher without any damage to its music-making ability.
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Chromatic harmonica. As children advance into secondary education, the instrumental
performance classroom requires fully chromatic instruments to play band and orchestra
arrangements to meet state and national music standards. The chromatic harmonica is a logical
progression to provide instrumental music education to children who cannot independently play
traditional western musical instruments. The standard chromatic harmonica has a three-octave
range which consists of a horizontal moving slide bar with four millimeters movement of the
index finger, or palm, toward the main body of the harmonica. That slide bar allows the student
to access sharps and flats. The average trumpet or baritone valve requires approximately 20
millimeters of movement and three fingers. The average saxophone requires 10 millimeters of
movement and all ten fingers. The chromatic harmonica’s slide bar movement is a mere fraction
of the required dexterity for traditional western instruments.
Similar to the diatonic, the chromatic has traditionally been a sandwich-style construction
of wood and brass. Modern technology has provided harmonica players with stainless steel reed
plates and cover plates for chromatic harmonicas and various options for combs from lightweight
materials such as plastic, acrylic, and aluminum. Unlike the diatonic, the chromatic’s slide bar
makes the chromatic less resistant to damage when deliberately thrown or dropped repeatedly on
the slide bar end of the harmonica; therefore, care and guidance create a teachable moment for
instrument responsibility. The chromatic also utilizes small plastic valves internally that cannot
be exposed to the heat of a dishwasher and ought to be sanitized and repaired by a harmonica
technician.
Harmonica configurations. The harmonica is configurable to accommodate many
individual needs. It can be held in different ways; for example, while it is generally held in the
left hand, it can be held in the right hand with minimal modification. It can also be attached to a
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frame that hangs around the neck if the student only has minimal head movement and lacks
appendage control. The diatonic and chromatic harmonicas are available in a variety of keys and
tunings. In its variety of tunings, the chromatic harmonica is capable of playing any part in a
band or orchestra score, whether concert pitch or transposed, treble clef or bass clef. The
chromatic may also be modified to be played with the slide bar to the left rather than the right. A
more modern invention has also made the chromatic harmonica capable of being played handsfree. The Hands-Free Chromatic (HFC) takes the standard chromatic and replaces the horizontal
slide bar with a moving mouthpiece which requires only four millimeters of vertical movement
of the lips, jaw, or neck. The HFC is positionable and adaptable for students with paraplegia and
other physical impairments that inhibit their fine motor skills and blind students reading braille
music.
Research Questions
RQ1: What characteristics of a harmonica pedagogy curriculum developed for preservice music educators offered by institutions with four-year degrees in music education?
RQ2: What characteristics of pre-professional harmonica pedagogy curricular materials
would prepare music educators to make adaptations and modifications for students with
disabilities?
Hypotheses
H1: The characteristics of teaching music teachers how to teach the harmonica can vary
according to student age, interest, and influences. Pre-service music teachers can introduce the
diatonic harmonica in the pre-K and elementary music classrooms and the chromatic harmonica
in the secondary music classroom. Learning additional characteristics of the harmonica will give
music teachers a secure foundation in arranging for the harmonica for student inclusion in small
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and large performance ensembles.
The harmonica as an instrumental music education tool will expand the music educator’s
ability to reach each of the students in the classroom, offer an expanded choice of instruments,
and possibly increase the students' cooperation to participate in music class. Offering students an
expanded selection of instruments removes the feeling of being forced to play an instrument they
do not like. At the same time, it empowers them to take ownership of the decision they made.
The results will include greater participation, fewer distractions, and more on-task time in
instrumental music education.
H2: The characteristics of harmonica pedagogy materials for pre-service music educators
seeking four-year degrees in music education prepare to include both disabled and non-disabled
students in the instrumental music classroom. According to the current legislation, additional
characteristics would include the music educator’s responsibilities which extend to individuals
with disabilities. The characteristics of the course will demonstrate holding the harmonica and
acceptable adaptation to be usable for students who have physical handicaps.
Inclusion, FAPE, and LRE are mandates of NCLB, ESSA, and state school codes. The
exact specifications differ by state and are often subject to interpretation and case law. Still, the
music teacher must be aware of all students with IEPs in their classroom, know the provisions of
their IEPs, and provide all reasonable accommodations and modifications as the IEP team has
agreed. The harmonica is a competent instrument for music education in many ways. Most
significantly, it is the only musical instrument to make a musical sound while inhaling through
its reeds, and the fact that it can be held by two hands, one hand, or no hands.
Identification of the Variables
The variables within this study will be the children with disabilities, the teachers, and the
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environment. Every student will each have an individual education plan with unique, specially
designed instruction (SDI) to assist each child in meeting their measurable annual goals.
Teachers will have inclusion classrooms where students with disabilities are placed. Some
students will require that a paraprofessional or PCA be present in the classroom. In most cases,
that assistant’s job is only to assist the child with making cognitive decisions and completing
motor skills tasks as needed. The final variable is the environment, classroom, or performance
venue. With help from the IEP team, the teacher will properly equip the learning space to
accommodate the student’s needs.
A qualitative methods approach will be used to “inductively…[document] an emerging…
pattern…”29 through narrative data collection. Topics will include inclusion practices in the
instrumental music education classroom and other related issues. Additional data collected will
consist of the perception of music classes by special education staff and the problems that music
teachers face in providing accommodations for students with disabilities. The source of this data
includes personal interviews, books, journals, magazines, and dissertations.
Core Concepts
Music education must continually defend its place in the curriculum, the budget, and
schedule during the school day. Music teachers, by and large, began their pre-service education
because they loved music. Of those, many entered the field with a desire to expose children to
beautiful music, never expecting that there would ever be a need for them to learn how to
accommodate for physical and cognitive handicaps in their classrooms. According to Millicent
Musyoka, stakeholders of children with IEPs, including music teachers, need to “be aware of the
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language and communication needs…”30 and accommodate accordingly in the classroom.
Another area of concern is the inclusion of students with upper body physical disabilities
in the instrumental program. Nabb and Balcetis state that music teachers have a “lack of
awareness of how to integrate students with disabilities into instrumental music classes and the
current difficulty in obtaining musical instruments designed for use by these students,”31 which is
one cause for a low proportion of students with disabilities who participate in instrumental music
classes. Music therapy is a related topic for special education, which can be mistakenly assigned
to the music educator. As Gabby Ritter-Cantesanu states, “music therapy as a related service can
be controversial.”32 In special education, related services can be attained through third-party
providers, such as music therapists. Since music therapists undergo different pre-service degree
preparation and certification than music educators, it is best to clarify the role of a music
educator with the IEP team and state that a music class does not replace music therapy.33 In a
study titled “Challenges of Developing Communicative Interaction in Individuals with
Congenital Profound Intellectual and Multiple Disabilities”, the harmonica was used as a
positive stimulus, which was reported to produce less intense reactions, indicating that the sound
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of the harmonica emotionally relaxed the participant.34 With this study in mind, using the
harmonica in the regular classroom can benefit students who display intense emotional behavior.
Harmonicas in music education serve students and teachers alike on several counts. Dr.
Carol Shansky, Director of Music Education at New Jersey City University, conducted a study
which included her implications for the use of the harmonica for music education where she
stated, “the relatively inexpensive cost of the instrument…served as a means by which children
who could not otherwise engage in music learning could do so.”35 Playing the harmonica is a
skill that will last a lifetime and give back health benefits as a bonus.36 A study from April 2020
on the usefulness of harmonica playing to improve outcomes in patients with chronic obstructive
pulmonary disease reveals that “harmonica playing provides an added benefit to [pulmonary
rehabilitation] programs”37 and may benefit special education programs in this way as well.
Making harmonica pedagogy available to music educators will expand the capabilities to serve
the whole school population with opportunities to include more students with physical and
cognitive disabilities.
Definition of Terms
The Every Student Succeeds Act (ESSA) is the federal legislation of 2015, signed into law by
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President Barrack Obama.38 This legislation requires that all students receive a well-rounded
education. ESSA provides for the expansion of programs that were previously downsized under
the mandates set forth by NCLB because local funding was strategically used to target courses
where students were subject to compulsory state standardized testing. With a funding stream to
assist in preserving arts and music education in the schools, these programs could begin to be
rebuilt. Many art and music programs in school districts in low socio-economic areas did not
have district money to keep musical instruments in playable condition. A school district with a
strong fund-raising group, such as a band or music booster organization, could raise the needed
funds to repair instruments and buy new musical equipment previously denied by the school
board budget committee, but with ESSA and the Title IV funding stream, the burden will be for
the music educator to advocate for the funds with a statement of need.39
Free and Appropriate Public Education (FAPE) – Special education, provided at no cost to
the student’s family, is appropriate, considering the student’s disabilities, and provided in the
Least Restrictive Environment.40
Individualized Education Plan (IEP) is the foundation of the special education plan for a
child.41
Least Restrictive Environment (LRE) – commonly, the neighborhood school and with nondisabled students, the LRE can be more restrictive if special needs must be met with specialized
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equipment or curriculum, not readily accessible in the neighborhood school.42
Local Education Agency (LEA) – A member of school administration who has supervisory
knowledge of special education.43
Measurable Annual Goals (MAG) – is a goal statement that contains a method by which the
data is measured and reported.44
Multidisciplinary Team (MDT) – School administration, regular education teacher, special
education teacher, and school psychologist are the school staff members who typically comprise
this team.45
No Child Left Behind (NCLB) is the federal legislation of 2001, signed into law by President
George W. Bush.46 It required that all students were eligible to be educated in the Least
Restrictive Environment, which is their neighborhood school, unless a panel of stakeholders,
known as the IEP team, decided on an alternative placement. NCLB mandated the updating of
state standards and the implementation of state standardized tests. One side effect of the state
standardized tests was the collection of data that created school district report cards and led to
initiatives to pay teachers according to percentages of students with passing test scores. Another
detail of NCLB which frustrated teachers and students alike was that the federal government
mandated a required portion of students in a school pass their state’s standardized test, or the
consequence was to assist the district by assigning state oversight to help the administration and
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faculty to direct their efforts to teaching standards, which were measured by the state test.
Chapter Summary
The harmonica is an affordable, personal, portable musical instrument ideal for many
students who do not traditionally have access to music education. Students in both regular
education and special education will benefit by having this choice of instrument. Some students
who do not favorably embrace the recorder might be drawn to the harmonica, instead, since it
can fit in the pocket and go anywhere. Additionally, modern harmonica music, such as blues or
jazz, might have an appeal to adolescent students, which will capture their interest. Students with
special needs, including delays in motor skills development, can participate in instrumental
music education if they are given a choice to play the harmonica. The harmonica can be adapted
to a neck rack for students with severe motor skills deficits, including cerebral palsy. Students
with visual impairment can learn to read braille music and play the harmonica with a vision
teacher's help and support. A chromatic harmonica’s slide bar can be modified to be activated by
the lips or by a footswitch, thereby freeing both hands to read braille music. Students receive far
more than music from their harmonica; when music education is supported with other therapies,
they get enjoyment. At the same time, they practice physical movements prescribed by a physical
therapist, or breathing exercises prescribed by a respiratory therapist, or even emotional relief
when harmonica practice time is prescribed by an emotional support therapist, psychologist, or
psychiatrist.
In short, the harmonica is a tool for the music educator to provide students with choices
while meeting ESSA guidelines so that each student receives a well-rounded education. Without
an adequate number of options, ESSA will not effectively reach the most students who need it.
This study culminated in collecting and presenting data that will support creating a curriculum
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for undergraduate, pre-service music methods classes. Future music teachers will understand the
harmonica and how to use it in the classroom to provide more students with music education
opportunities to “well-rounded education” under ESSA.
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CHAPTER TWO:
LITERATURE REVIEW
The Evolution of Music Education in America
American music education methodologies have been developing and changing since the
late 18th Century, beginning with an itinerant singing master and author, Andrew Law.47 Law
determined that people sang harshly in their church congregations, and he sought to smooth out
their voices by compiling songs and writing tune books in the late 18th Century. He developed
what is perhaps, the first music education methodology in America.48 Since that beginning
shortly after the American Revolution, music education has undergone development and
refinement for four centuries. Finally, in the 20th Century, advocacy for music education was
organized, and a group emerged known as the Music Educators National Conference (MENC),49
which is now known as the National Association for Music Education (NAfME), the “world’s
largest arts education association.”50
During the second half of the 20th Century, MENC and NAfME have sponsored three
symposiums, including Tanglewood and Housewright, attempting to unify teaching standards for
music education, curricula for teacher preparation, and promoting music education topics. The
most recent outcomes have been the 2014 Music Standards, Opportunity to Learn Standards, and
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the National Coalition for the Core Arts Standards.51 Despite these efforts among the assemblies
of stakeholders in music education, Jonathan Kladder states that “the requirements for an
undergraduate music education degree have remained relatively unchanged for decades.”52
While NAfME advocated supporting music education in schools, federal mandates that
focused on literacy in reading, writing, and arithmetic have forced local school budget
committees to choose between balancing budgets and raising taxes. Too often, school boards
discontinued music, arts, and other electives because the federal mandate did not restrict this
action, and displaced teachers were either reassigned or furloughed, despite the advocacy of
NAfME.
Undergraduate Music Education Programs and Special Education
Survey methodology
I surveyed a sampling of over 30 universities with which I am familiar. I first applied the
criteria that the music school is accredited by the National Association of Schools of Music
(NASM). Second, the school published its program requirements for the Bachelor of Music
Education degree. After applying the criteria as mentioned above, 19 universities were
remaining. Those 19 university program requirements are compared below.
Special education course taught in the school of music
A sample of nineteen music education program requirements was assembled for
comparison purposes among music schools in the United States. Three out of the nineteen stated
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a required course for music education majors which specifically addressed music in special
education.
•

•
•

Boyer College of Music & Dance, Temple University53,
o MUED 3661 Introduction to Teaching Students with Special Needs
o MUED 4667 Teaching Instrumental Music to Inclusive Populations
o MUED 4669 Teaching Choral Music to Inclusive Populations)
Department of Music, Towson University54
o MUED 310 Introduction to Music in Special Education
Crane School of Music, State University of New York—Potsdam55
o MUCE 445 – Special Education Music

Special education course taught by the school of education
Ten of the nineteen programs named a course in special education which was not specific
to music. These courses were taught outside of the music school, and therefore outside of the
context of the music classroom. Only one of the ten courses had content designed to meet some
of the needs of music educators. The courses are titled as follows:
•
•

•

College-Conservatory of Music, University of Cincinnati56
o SPED 1001 Individuals with Exceptionalities
Dana School of Music, Youngstown State University57
o SPED 2630 Individuals with Exceptionalities in Society,
o SPED 2630L Individuals with Exceptionalities in Society Laboratory
Experience
Hugh A Glauser School of Music, Kent State University58
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•

o SPED 23000 Introduction to Exceptionalities
Jacobs School of Music, Indiana University-Bloomington59
o EDUC K207 Practical Aspects of Disability Law for Music Teachers
School of Music, Penn State University60
o SPLED 400 Inclusive Special Ed Foundations: Legal, Characteristics,
Collaboration, Assessment, and Management
Mary Pappert School of Music, Duquesne University61,
o LTSP 201 Foundations of Inclusive Education Practice
School of Music, West Virginia University62
o SPED 360 Differentiated Instruction for Special Needs
School of Music, University of Iowa63
o EDTL 4900 Foundations of Special Education
Reva and Sid Dewberry Family School of Music, George Mason University64
o Educ 301 Educating Diverse and Exceptional Learners
School of Fine Arts, University of Connecticut65
o EPSY 3110 Exceptionality

Special education course not specified
The remaining six music education programs did not specifically name a special
education course in the students’ program requirements. It is unknown how the students at these
institutions, and others like them, are receiving preparation to meet exceptional student needs in
the music classroom. Programs that did not name a course in special education on the documents
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reviewed are listed as follows:
•
•
•
•
•
•

College of Music, Michigan State University66
School of Music, Liberty University67
William J. Maxwell College of Arts and Sciences, New Jersey City University68
Music and Theater Department, Bethel University69
School of Music, Ohio State University70
College of Education, The University of Iowa71

Special Education – Music Concentration
The State University of New York—Potsdam (Potsdam) has a music education
curriculum that addresses students' needs in special education classrooms:
The Crane School of Music, with its strong commitment to educating music teachers, is
an ideal setting in which to gain experience in teaching students with diverse learning
needs. The primary opportunity for this experience comes through the Special Education
- Music Concentration. This concentration provides students with the skills and
experiences needed to successfully teach students with a variety of disabilities in both the
inclusive and self-contained classrooms.72
There are many types and categories of disabilities, each type and category requiring a different
approach, different accommodations, and different modifications. There is no single approach to
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educating all students with disabilities. Instead, there is the need for music educators to be skilled
in assessing student needs and their willingness to try differentiated accommodations until the
student successfully accesses a meaningful instrumental music education.
Since the passage of the No Child Left Behind (NCLB) legislation in 2001 and its
subsequent implementation, the number of students in schools with Individual Education Plans
(IEP) has increased. Schools are required to provide inclusion classrooms and co-taught courses
to maintain Free and Appropriate Public Education (FAPE) and Least Restrictive Environment
(LRE) for students identified as handicapped. Throughout an undergraduate’s completion of the
music education degree program, there are no special education classes that prepare music
teachers beyond the introduction or foundations of special education for specialized music
classrooms:
This concentration is open to all Music Education majors. The three-semester sequence
begins in the student's sophomore or junior year. The concentration consists of coursework through both Crane [School of Music] and the School of Education and
Professional Studies, and practicum experience coordinated between Crane and the local
[Board of Cooperative Educational Services] BOCES program. Through the practicum
experiences, Crane students have the opportunity to serve as the music teacher to students
with disabilities in a self-contained setting for one or two semesters.73
For music teachers who do not have an opportunity to complete a concentration such as this,
special training is provided for the teachers who engage together in the inclusion setting.
Self-contained settings often provide a homogeneous grouping of students by disability
category in an alternative, or separate, educational setting. Examples of self-contained education
settings include residential placement facilities (RTF) and community schools (CS). Both RTFs
and CSs segregate students according to mental health or behavioral diagnosis. The number of
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students in these classrooms is generally five to fifteen; however, classroom management
techniques are quite different than in regular education:
Students who have completed this concentration have gone on to work in a variety of
settings. Some are full-time music teachers in public schools, working in inclusion
settings and/or with students that are mainstreamed into the music classes. Others are
working as a music teacher for a BOCES [Boards of Cooperative Educational Services]
program where their primary responsibility is to be the music teacher for children with
disabilities. Others have gone on to pursue Music Therapy, while a few have even
continued into the field of Special Education and now have their own class, incorporating
music at every opportunity.74
This highly specialized concentration in music education provides students with a wellsupported, internship-like experience. The gained experiences allow prospective music teachers
to enter the profession with a clearer understanding of disabilities.
The hands-on aspect of this concentration prepares the music student to be flexible in
setting up their classroom so that it is inviting to students, no matter their disability category:
Music Education students who may be enrolled in other concentrations but who would
still like to have some experience working with children with disabilities also have the
option of participating in Practicum in Special Music Education for one or two semesters
as their schedule allows. The only prerequisite for this opportunity is completion of
Music in Special Education, a required course in the Music Education curriculum.75
Flexibility is a necessary characteristic of the music teacher who provides direct instruction to
students with special needs. The student will gain both personal and professional experience. The
teacher candidate needs to determine if a particular classroom or career choice is right for them.
Field experience in this realm of education could prove helpful in making a career choice.
The Special Education – Music Concentration program exposes the music student to a
better understanding of the personal, intrapersonal, and classroom struggles that students with
physical, cognitive, and mental disabilities cope with each day. Awareness of disabilities has
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risen since NCLB was enacted and implemented. Increased identification of students with
disabilities and development of IEPs have increased music teachers' liability to meet these
students' specific needs and goals; yet, music teacher preparation programs have not changed.
Most music teachers receive the same introduction to special education courses offered for many
decades. It is the university’s responsibility to change and keep its program requirements
relevant to current legislation. Today’s music teachers need to graduate from colleges and
universities with a better understanding of special education, disabilities, and exceptionalities.
The role of the music teacher has expanded, and now music teacher preparation programs need
to address the change.
Undergraduate Instrumental Pedagogy Courses
Pre-service instrumental pedagogy courses are cataloged, instruction is delivered, and
knowledge assessed in a wide variety of higher education practices. Cynthia Wagoner and Jay
Juchniewicz conducted a study where they “investigate[d] current secondary woodwind, brass,
and combined wind instrument methods courses for pre-service music teachers across the United
States.”76 The study revealed many inconsistencies, including instructors' full or part-time status,
the number of instruments taught each semester, class participation standards, and class
assessments.77 Moreover, some respondents believed that the course's purpose was to develop
“performance skill” instead of “pedagogical techniques.”78 In the United Kingdom, Naomi
Norton, Jane Ginsborg, and Alinka Greasley conducted a study of music teachers, which
revealed inconsistencies in minimum qualifications to teach instrumental music. Norton et al.
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state, “pedagogical qualifications are not required to teach I/V [instrumental and vocal] lessons
in the UK,”79 and “those who teach I/V pupils are highly qualified as musicians but are unlikely
to have received systematic training as teachers.”80 Music teachers beyond our nation’s borders
do not have the same teacher-preparation requirements as American music teachers, furthing the
discrepancies in music teacher-preparation to an international level.
Brass Methods
The syllabi for the brass methods classes from nine colleges and universities were
examined and compared. The findings include a distinct lack of uniformity in the course title,
description, objectives, texts, instruments taught in the class, expected proficiency levels, and
scope. Most courses covered too many instruments in one semester and facilitated an accelerated
pace with compromised teaching of a cursory view and minimal assessment. The courses that
provided more teaching on each instrument required students to take more methods courses for
degree completion.
The University of Texas’ brass pedagogy course is titled Techniques of Brass
Performance. The semester-long class contains units for both valved and non-valved brass
instruments. Hands-on instruction is given for trumpets, euphoniums, and trombones, while
French horn instruction is via a movie named Live Illustrations by Professionals. Peer-created,
self-evaluated videos are the basis of assessment grades.81
Iowa State University’s brass pedagogy course is titled High Brass Methods. In this
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course, students learn to play the trumpet. There is no mention of the French Horn in the
syllabus. There is a research element to the class, where students compile a list of solo pieces for
the trumpet, categorizing them according to difficulty. The research assignment also requires that
the student contact a professional to seek guidance on creating the repertoire list.82
The University of Western Kentucky’s brass pedagogy course is titled Brass Techniques.
In this one-semester course, students must meet sixteen learning outcomes, demonstrate their
ability to play the trumpet and trombone, and transpose French horn parts. One of the critical
course topics is understanding proper breath support for playing a brass instrument. One
omission from the syllabus was the tuba,83 which presents the most significant challenges in
teaching breath support to secondary students.
Woodwinds
The syllabi for the woodwind methods classes of nine colleges and universities were
examined and compared. The findings include a distinct lack of uniformity in the course title, the
course description, the course objectives, required and optional texts, instruments taught in the
class, expected levels of proficiency, and the class's overarching emphasis. Music schools should
seek a balance between course outcomes and the level of achievement. Music teachers need
secure pedagogy to teach this group of instruments from a rudimentary level to advanced
techniques and competence in adapting to accommodate students with disabilities.
Rollins University offers the class titled Methods: Woodwinds. The course description for
this one-semester course states the goal “to acquaint students with the five woodwind
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instruments…flute, oboe, clarinet, saxophone, and bassoon.”84 The syllabus does not provide the
student with due dates for playing exams. The criteria for exams are listed only in the course
description document.85
The University of Wisconsin – Stevens Point’s offers the class titled Double Reed/Flute
Methods. In this one-semester course, students learn to play the Oboe, Bassoon, and Flute. The
class schedule is compiled in a table format to quickly prepare for their classes to prepare them
to teach these three instruments to beginning band students. Course goals include double reed
and flute performance, compiling a woodwind resource book, and essential maintenance.86
The University of North Alabama offers the course titled Class Woodwinds. The course
objectives refer to the assessment standards outlined in chapter 290-3-3, Educator Preparation,
the Alabama State Board of Education.87 The syllabus gives students a highly organized and
detailed weekly description of the course requirements for goals, homework, and submissions,
including observation hours and private lessons.88 Instruments are assigned on a three-week
rotation to facilitate a woodwind chamber ensemble within the class.
Percussion
The syllabi for the percussion methods classes of seven colleges and universities were
examined and compared. The findings include a distinct lack of uniformity in the course title, the
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course description, the course objectives, required and optional texts, instruments taught in the
class, expected levels of proficiency, and the overarching emphasis of the class. Music schools
should seek a balance between course outcomes and the level of achievement. Music teachers
need secure pedagogy to teach this group of instruments from a rudimentary level to advanced
techniques and competence in adapting to accommodate students with disabilities.
The University of Florida offers the course titled Percussion Techniques. This onesemester course covers all the band or orchestra's major percussion instruments, including snare,
bass, cymbals, timpani, hand percussion, metal instruments, and pitched bar and tube percussion,
and their hand techniques. A highly organized and detailed daily outline gives the student a guide
for questions and notes. The number of instruments taught and evaluated during this onesemester course is very lengthy. However, the organization of the syllabus is logical and easy to
follow.89
The University of Wisconsin Stevens Point offers the course Percussion Methods. This
course promotes peer teaching. The course is divided into four, four-week units beginning with
snare drum and drumstick techniques. The second unit consists of concert tom, field drum, bass
drum, keyboard, and mallet percussion. The third unit covers hand percussion and timpani. The
fourth unit is focused on marching percussion and ensemble playing. The scope of instruction in
this course suggests that it might be designed for a secondary instrumental teacher. This course
lacks pedagogy and practice for elementary or beginning band students, given the scope of topics
in compressed time.90
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The Stephen F. Austin State University School of Music offers the course titled
Percussion Methods. Dr. Meyer’s well-organized syllabus is for twenty-eight class meetings in
this one-semester course as follows: the snare drum and its various hand grips and techniques
(six classes); accessories (three classes); mallets and keyboard percussion instruments (six
classes); timpani and drum set (six classes); marching percussion and percussion ensemble
(seven classes). The syllabus does not reveal any detailed instruction for elementary or beginning
band students.91
Elementary general music
The syllabi were examined and compared for the elementary general music methods
classes of seven colleges and universities. The findings include a distinct lack of uniformity in
the course title, the course description, the course objectives, required and optional texts,
instruments taught in the class, expected levels of proficiency, and the class's overarching
emphasis. Music schools should seek a balance between course outcomes and the level of
achievement. Music teachers need secure pedagogy to teach this group of instruments with
competence in adapting to accommodate students with disabilities.
Kean University offers the course Elementary School Music, which includes one element
of instrumental music education. The course meets one day a week for a sixteen-week semester,
from 8:00 am until 12:20 pm. The scope of topics includes Kodály, Dalcroze, and Orff, each for
one week. Music for exceptional children is scheduled for a one-week study, including only one
class period.92
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Frostburg State University offers the course General Music Methods in the Elementary
School. This course meets for fifty minutes, three days each week, for sixteen weeks. According
to the syllabus, ten classes are dedicated to teaching the recorder, combined with Orff, Kodály,
and Dalcroze activities. “Pitched/unpitched, body percussion, xylophones, autoharp, [and]
dulcimer”93 are all taught in one class meeting. The chapter on Music for Exceptional Children is
scheduled for a single class meeting, and it is noted that there is no quiz for this material.94
Methods course comparisons (instrumental pedagogy course summary)
The review of instrumental music methods course syllabi has revealed that the various
college programs prepare students with different strengths and leave them to enter the music
education profession with weaknesses not addressed in their preparation program. Multiple
factors are attributed to these discrepancies, including the faculty's strength and the departments'
coordination within the college or university. The school of education administers music
education courses in some institutions and the school of music in other institutions. The
allotment of time to deliver instruction varies from one day per week to three days per week. The
programs that meet less often inadvertently burden the student to seek help with content or
follow-up instruction on one or more instruments. The programs that meet more often integrate
further opportunities for faculty interaction with the students, with increased weekly observations
of student progress, giving the professor ample opportunities to guide and direct the acquisition
of instrumental music education pedagogy.
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Methods course omissions
Pedagogy for inclusion music classrooms is one area that is underrepresented in the
syllabi which were surveyed. The examination of brass, woodwind, and percussion methods
course syllabi revealed no mention of instruction to provide future instrumental music teachers
with knowledge of specially designed instruction (SDI) for children with physical and mental
disabilities. The examination of elementary general music methods course syllabi revealed that
the overview of exceptional children's instruction was scheduled for one day and did not provide
any formative assessment measures to check students’ understanding of the content.
Another notable omission is that the harmonica is not taught in any of these pre-service
methods courses. In the syllabus of one course examined, the recorder is scheduled to be taught
for ten of the sixteen class meetings. Yet, in that same course syllabus, “Chapter 16 - Music for
Exceptional Children”95 is expected to be taught for one class meeting. There is a lack in
preparing music teachers for instrumental music education where the topic of inclusion of
students with physical and mental disabilities is skimmed over or even omitted. Perhaps this is
because the recorder requires ten fingers to play, and autoharps and Orff instruments need
students to have adequate motor skills control.
By way of contrast, both the diatonic harmonica and chromatic harmonica are capable of
being rack-mounted with the frame secured at the student’s neck. A paraplegic student with even
minimal neck mobility, for example, can play the harmonica and participate in most classroom
musical activities. During a class recorder lesson, such a student can fully participate with a
hands-free diatonic harmonica on a frame. This would also be an appropriate accommodation for
a blind student reading braille music with both hands. A blind student or a student with motor
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skills impairments or upper limb paralysis will experience improved quality of life through
learning, practicing, and performing music in the instrumental music classroom. With minor
annotations, the flute, oboe, or mallet percussion music can be played on a frame-mounted
Hands Free Chromatic (HFC) using any standard band and orchestra score. Inclusion will then
be achieved for the unrepresented and underrepresented population of students who currently do
not have access to their school's secondary instrumental music performance classroom.
Additional items for consideration are that the harmonica is a concert pitch instrument.
Therefore, it can play any concert pitch part of a score. The harmonica is the only musical
instrument that makes music when inhaling; all other brass and woodwind instruments only
make music when the student exhales. Therefore, students who have respiratory impairment will
play a wind instrument while breathing normally, even shallow breathing. For the same reason,
the harmonica is suitable as a therapeutic device for students who receive respiratory or
pulmonary therapy either in school or outside of school.
Undergraduate methods and professional development courses need to include harmonica
pedagogy suitable for beginning, intermediate, and advanced harmonica players in primary and
secondary school. These courses should characteristically provide aspiring instrumental music
teachers with the knowledge to make informed decisions regarding the inclusion of children with
special needs in the instrumental music classroom. Students with disabilities such as visual
impairment, motor skill impairment, and plegia can play an active part in the instrumental music
classroom. Students with these disabilities can learn to play the chromatic harmonica while
reading the same music as written for flute, piccolo, oboe, English horn, or violin, with only
minor edits or annotation from the music teacher. First, the music teacher must learn how to
teach the harmonica through an additional music education curriculum, which would prepare
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future educators with hands-on experience to understand the chromatic harmonica’s capabilities
and modification to the chromatic harmonica’s slide bar and mouthpiece, which converts into a
completely hands-free musical instrument.
State and Organizational Certification Policies
Commonwealth of Virginia.
The Commonwealth of Virginia administrative code is the authority guiding teacher
preparation in Virginia. 8VAC20-23-450 is titled “Music education – instrumental preK-12.”96
Section 450 states requirements for a candidate to be eligible for a teaching endorsement:
1. Earned a baccalaureate degree from a regionally accredited college or university and
graduated from an approved teacher preparation program in music education instrumental; or
2. Earned a baccalaureate degree from a regionally accredited college or university and
completed 42 semester hours of coursework distributed in each of the following areas:
a. Basic music knowledge. Experiences shall be related to music theory, music
history, and literature: 18 semester hours;
b. Musical performance. Experiences shall consist of developing competency in a
primary performance medium (band or orchestral instrument), in a secondary
performance medium (band, orchestral, or keyboard instrument), and in teaching,
rehearsing, and conducting ensembles: 18 semester hours; and
c. Electives with coursework selected from either of the two areas listed in
subdivisions 2 a and 2 b of this section: 6 semester hours.97
Section 450 does not explicitly provide for music teachers to receive any specialized training in
the area of inclusion of students with disabilities in the instrumental music classroom.
NASM Handbook
The National Association for Schools of Music (NASM) is an independent oversight
agency that grants accreditation to colleges and music schools that give baccalaureate degrees in
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music education. NASM’s handbook for 2020-21 states the general studies competencies as
follows,
(1) The ability to think, speak, and write clearly and effectively.
(2) An informed acquaintance with fields of study beyond music such as those in the arts and
humanities, the natural and physical sciences, and the social sciences.
(3) A functional awareness of the differences and commonalities regarding work in artistic,
scientific, and humanistic domains.
(4) Awareness that multiple disciplinary perspectives and techniques are available to
consider all issues and responsibilities including, but not limited to history, culture, moral
and ethical issues, and decision-making.
(5) The ability to identify possibilities and locate information in other fields that have
bearing on musical questions and endeavors. 98
The NASM Handbook 2020-21 has regulations on many topics providing standardized goals and
outcomes for students which have been imposed upon the music school administration. The
result is inconsistent music teacher degree program requirements and state certification
guidelines because the discussion on teaching instrumental music to include students with special
needs or exceptionalities does not exist. There is only a single statement in the NASM handbook
which states, “Knowledge of the basic principles of normal human development, exceptionality
and psychopathology, principles of therapy, and the therapeutic relationship.”99 Instead of being
a part of music education criteria, it is in a section titled Essential Competencies, Experiences,
and Opportunities for the Baccalaureate Degree in Music Therapy.100 The adaptation and
modification of curriculum, classroom environment, and musical instruments for future music
teachers are not addressed and do not exist in the NASM Handbook 2020-21.
College music programs, which prepare music teachers, confer degrees in music and
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recommend candidates for state teacher licensure in music, are accredited through the National
Association of Schools of Music (NASM). NASM’s aims and objectives include the
establishment of “standards of achievement in music curricula [with] freedom to develop new
ideas, to experiment, [and] to expand its program.”101
In their Handbook 2020-21, NASM offers guidelines for curricular structure, which is
somewhat vague but still gives colleges latitude for the individualization of their programs. A
college music degree program should consist of 50% music study, 30-35% general study, and
15-20% professional education.102 Special education is mentioned in a definition of professional
education, but not as part of any methods classes in music education.103 The “Program Content”
section speaks to cultural awareness but yet it omits special education.104 The “Desirable
Attributes” section encourages students intellectually and empathizes with diverse cultural
backgrounds, and still, it does not mention students with disabilities.105
The “General Music” and “Instrumental Music” competencies specify that a music
teacher needs to attain “knowledge of content, methodologies, philosophies, materials,
technologies, and curriculum development for general [and instrumental] music.”106 The
“Teaching Competencies” section specifies that music teachers must have “an understanding of
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child growth and development and an understanding of learning as they relate to music.”107 Even
in this section, it is not stated that a candidate should be prepared to provide specially designed
instruction (SDI), which is also known as special education accommodations and modifications,
for students with cognitive and physical disabilities.
NAfME Opportunity To Learn Standards
The National Association for Music Education (NAfME) published their National
Opportunity to Learn Standards, which gives standardized guidance for the use of facilities,
qualifications of personnel, and suggested curriculum. NAfME’s Opportunity To Learn (OTL)
Standards are the outgrowth of NAfME’s 2014 Music Standards.108 NAfME also provides free
online access to a summary sheet and checklists for the self-evaluation of a school’s music
education department, examining the following criteria: curriculum and scheduling, staffing,
materials & equipment, and facilities.109
Students with special needs and special education classes are mentioned very little within
this twenty-four-page document without any in-depth specifications. Each evaluated strand has
two levels of criteria, Basic and Quality, where NAfME delineates that “a Quality program is
one that involves more strands of instruction, thus giving more students an increased variety of
ways to experience the benefits of accomplishment in music.”110 Regarding the strand labeled
Curriculum, the OTL Standards claims to “provide all students with the opportunity to achieve at
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levels consistent with their individual abilities,”111 Under the Teacher Qualifications & Load
strands is an evaluation point that states, “every music educator working with special-education
students has received in-service training in special education and, for purposes of consultation,
has convenient access to trained professionals in special education or music therapy.”112 The
OTL Standards specify that music programs meet the Basic criteria, in the instruments strand, by
providing “adaptive devices (such as adaptive picks, beaters) are available for use by students
with special needs.”113 The OTL Standards specify that the program meets Quality criteria when
“instruments are provided to develop emerging ensembles and classes, including non-traditional
or non-Western instruments.”114
Students in General Music, PreK through second grade, and under the strand labeled
Scheduling, the Quality criteria specify that “time is scheduled to work with individual students
to meet their needs (e.g., students with special needs, remedial instruction, curriculum
integration). This time specification includes scheduling students with special needs
appropriately to ensure success.”115 This is an inconsistency as this specificity for students with
special needs does not exist in the basic criteria for Scheduling. The strand Professional
Development & Evaluation provides music teachers with time for class preparation and
technology training;116 however, there is no provision for consultation with special educators or
therapists. Students in General Music, in third through fifth grade, and sixth through eighth
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grade, under the Scheduling strand, the Basic criteria include verbiage specific to special
education regarding the music teacher’s involvement in educational placement decisions.
Additionally, the music teacher participates in communicating students’ individual needs and
ensuring that the ratio of disabled to non-disabled students is consistent with academic classes.117
Under the category heading “Ensembles for Elementary and Secondary Grades” and the
“Curriculum” strand, schools are expected to provide students educational opportunities in
performing and experiencing music for all students. The handbook states that “students with
special needs [including those who are gifted and talented] are given the same opportunities to
elect instruction as other students… [and] special experiences are designed for gifted and
talented students according to their abilities and interests.”118 The Instruments strand provides for
guidance for the standard, or traditional, instruments. The handbook also allows liberties to be
taken regarding “emerging ensembles”119 with its verbiage “as appropriate for the ensemble.”120
Overall, NAfME’s OTL Standards, based on the 2014 Music Standards, provides an
excellent self-measurement that is readily used to document the strengths and weaknesses of
individual school music programs. The OTL evaluation criterion is presented in a binary format
as either Basic or Quality categories; however, there could be the case that elements do not exist
in a program. The criterion becomes tertiary with the addition of am additional category which
indicates something less than basic to indicate the absence of that element. The OTL Standards
are sufficient, concise, and organized such that a music educator can prepare a multi-year plan
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for program growth.
The OTL Standards acknowledge students with special needs in the music classroom, yet
they do not provide any detail for program evaluation in curriculum adaptation or materials &
equipment modifications. The OTL states in the “Ensemble” section that “students with special
needs are given the same [musical] opportunities to elect instruction as other students;”121
however, there is no guidance regarding specific disability types, especially paralysis or
amputation of the arms, or the existence of cerebral palsy or even blindness. Students with
disabilities do not have a level playing field concerning the music classroom. These students are
cheated from accessing instrumental music education to the same caliber as their peers.122
Improvements are needed in this area. OTL provides that music programs should have
adaptive devices123 and emerging ensembles.124 As a starting point, instrumental music programs
need universal access to an instrument that can be played with either the left hand or the right
hand or neither of the hands. Such an instrument can be added to the band or orchestra in
secondary grades so that the student experiences inclusion in instrumental music with his or her
same-age peers.
Since “students with special needs are given the same opportunities to elect instruction as
other students,”125 the music educator should also give the same opportunity to non-disabled
student peers. Students without disabilities, or non-disabled students, can be included with
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students with disabilities, or disabled students, in a chamber ensemble setting. This reverse
dynamic will provide a social education to both students who are disabled and non-disabled. The
student with disabilities will learn to communicate with same-age peers in a regular classroom
setting. The student without a disability will learn to recognize the struggle that his or her
disabled peers face each day. Moreover, this will create a full inclusion music classroom that
features students actively participating and engaging with their differently-abled peers,
performing, and experiencing music together.
Traditional instruments in music education are widely accepted and used in the Western
music genre—examples of traditional instruments are modern brass, woodwind, strings, and
percussion instrument families. Schools with quality instrumental programs ought to include
non-traditional instruments in their music electives courses. Examples of non-traditional
instruments include “steel drums, iPads, West African drums… Chinese erhus,”126 and the
harmonica. One of the basic criteria for secondary ensembles is the “Emerging Ensemble:
guitars, drums pads, as appropriate for the ensemble.”127
NAfME Analysis of State Certifications
The National Association for Music Education (NAfME) has compiled and analyzed the
certification practices for the fifty United States. There are two states, Utah and Virginia,
requiring music teachers to prove pre-service knowledge specific to special needs education. The
state of Utah requires that a person seeking music teacher licensure must have additional
coursework or else take an assessment in “Special Education Law and Instruction, Classroom
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Management and Instruction.”128 The Commonwealth of Virginia requires “Dyslexia Awareness
Training”129 for its licensure candidates.
There are several anomalies among the remaining states which are notable. In New York,
music teacher candidates have several additional required assessments, including the “Dignity
For All Students Act.”130 In the state of Ohio, music teacher candidates must have “12 semester
hours in the teaching of reading with on[e] course in phonics.”131 In the state of Oregon, music
teacher candidates must pass a “Civil Rights Exam.”132 In South Dakota, a “Suicide Awareness
and Prevention Training”133 course is required for music teacher candidates. In the state of
Wyoming, music teacher candidates are subject to testing or coursework in the “Wyoming
Constitution.”134
Only two of the states require that music teachers demonstrate their knowledge of
disabilities. This fact leaves the remaining forty-eight United States to grant professional
credentials to music teachers without assuring that a music teacher has knowledge of disabilities,
accommodations, and modifications. Five states require music teachers to demonstrate
proficiency in other disciplines. One example is from a state with high incidence mental health
issues, which might not be considered under the auspices of special education.
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Graduate Studies
The University of Arkansas (UA) offers a unique program, the Online Graduate
Certificate in Music Education for Special Needs Students. 135 It is, perhaps, the only one of its
kind in the United States currently. The coursework listed within the program appears to give a
consistent overview of teaching students with special needs, whose diagnoses are cognitive
impairment, behavioral impairment, and perhaps other mental health issues. The program
consists of five courses titled:
•

•
•
•

Characteristics of Special Needs Students in the Music Classroom
o A review of characteristics and behaviors of students in the music
classroom that have identified or unidentified disabilities in learning.
Prerequisite: Admittance into Music Education for Special Needs Students
Graduate Certificate.136
Teaching Music to Students with Special Needs
o Instructs students how to construct and implement curriculum and
assessments for students with special needs in a music classroom.137
Practicum in Teaching Music to Students with Special Needs
o Students will utilize and evaluate designed curriculum and assessment
from MUED 5753 in a music classroom.138
Inclusive Practices for Diverse Populations
o An advanced study of the characteristics of persons with exceptional
learning needs and the provision of appropriate instruction in the general
education classroom including the use of current technologies including
instructional media, social networking, and other educational
technologies.139
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•

Professional and Family Partnerships
o This course is an advanced course at the master's level in the specialty
studies. The Scholar Practitioner model at this level will pursue an indepth study of family-school partnerships from early childhood through
the transition to adulthood while emphasizing advance learning in the
specialty studies and the social and behavioral studies in the substantive
areas.140

The missing element, again omitted, is teaching music educators accommodation and
modification techniques to provide all students with equal access to instrumental music
education in an all-inclusive, instrumental music classroom.
Federal Policy
No Child Left Behind
In 2001, George Bush signed the No Child Left Behind (NCLB) legislation into law.141 It
was implemented in stages over time, with full implementation by 2014. NCLB had good
elements, such as its emphasis on the core subjects of math, reading, and writing, and giving all
children the opportunity to access their education in the public school through the initiative
called Child Find. One expected outcome was greater student retention and increased graduation
rates.
The emphasis placed on core subjects also pushed attitudes toward the arts and music as
expendable. Many non-tested electives were omitted from master schedules. Budgeting for
professional staff was reallocated to allow for more support in the four core areas and provide
remedial instruction where needed to prepare every high school student to pass their graduation
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tests. Since “NCLB had narrowed curriculum only to subjects being tested,”142 it became
commonplace and an accepted practice that children were pulled out of the non-tested subjects of
art, music, and physical education, for testing, make-up work, and remedial instruction.
Students with IEPs presented additional challenges. IEP teams were required to schedule
courses for students with priority given to making progress on their measurable annual goals.
Frequently, students with disabilities were deprived of elective music and art classes because
they “have often been relegated to additional academic classes in lieu of music classes or have
been deemed ineligible for music classes because of their disabilities.”143 Schedule conflicts
abound for Students with IEP goals, which require community-based education since IEPs at the
secondary level, for all students fourteen years of age and older, are driven by transition
assessments, goals, and services. After scheduling a student for all their required courses,
including them in the band or choir was often impossible.
Every Student Succeeds Act
In 2015, the Every Student Succeeds Act (ESSA) was signed into law, replacing NCLB,
and its impetus is to provide students with a well-rounded education. Graduation testing was deemphasized, making way for a new focus on educating the whole child where art and music
became essential courses for some students. According to Marcia Neel, “ESSA has provided a
major opportunity for each state to determine to what degree music and arts education are
incorporated into federal funding plans at the state and local level,”144 which brings back stability
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for music education to remain as curricular subjects and integrated into the normal school day
schedule. According to Neel, “The term ‘well-rounded education’ means courses, activities, and
programming in subjects such as… music… with the purpose of providing all students access to
an enriched curriculum and educational experience,”145 so that students who are inclined to enjoy
or perform music can develop skills in this area which may ultimately lead to a better quality of
life and have career and employment opportunities in the future. Some have been concerned that
ESSA’s “well-rounded education… will contribute to the furthering of inequitable outcomes in
public education,”146 which is a pertinent result to discuss further.
The availability of federal funding has increased, which provides professional
development for art and music teachers. Lynn M. Tuttle states that “Title I schools may use their
supplemental federal Title I dollars to support well-rounded educational opportunities, including
music, for their identified students… identified as the most academically at-risk students in their
school based on academic achievement indicators.”147 Making accommodations and
modifications for various disabilities and how to provide direct instruction in an inclusion
classroom is among the professional development topics for music educators. One unintended
outcome might help maintain music education in the school curriculum for all students.
ESSA’s funding is to improve the local school district's ability to provide a “WellRounded Education” through access to federal funding under Titles I, II, and IV for staff
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development in areas that were previously ignored.148 Before ESSA, non-tested subjects, such as
instrumental music, were the budget committee's target to reallocate faculty and support staff
funding to tested subject areas by even eliminating faculty and staff in elective areas. The gain
for Music Education under ESSA is its access to Title I, II, and IV funding. These federal
funding streams will provide specialized training for music faculty, equipping them with
knowledge, resources, and the correct equipment to provide appropriate accommodations and
modifications for students with disabilities who desire to participate in instrumental music as part
of their well-rounded education.
Chapter Summary
I randomly chose nineteen universities to examine their degree completion requirements
for the music education degree. Six of those did not acknowledge inclusion, accommodations, or
modifications for students with disabilities, all of which are federally mandated for all regular
and special education teachers. This omission is a statement of admitting complacency. It is a
national problem, not just a school, teacher, or university problem. Federal legislation guides
each state’s education department to enact state legislation that mirrors the federal mandates. I
believe that the issue of inconsistency begins at the state level because while there is only one
federal mandate, there are 50 state interpretations. Resolving this issue will improve music
teacher preparation across the nation with consistent curricula.
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CHAPTER THREE:
METHODS
Introduction
This research is the result of a qualitative methods approach that encompasses case
studies, historical research, and qualitative research. Using multiple internet searches, the topic
has been narrowed to determine the existence of music education programs that provide
undergraduate or pre-licensure instruction on the topics of inclusion, accommodation, and
modification as they apply to children with special needs. This mixed-methods approach is a
case study that considers past coursework and studies of the narrative data needed to advocate
for improved outcomes at the college level regarding pre-service training for instrumental music
teachers.
Design
Syllabi, handbooks, and other documents available on the internet were used in a case
study format. The search terms and strings used in the research focused on common terminology
found in music and special education. Examples of the terminology include special needs,
disability, instrumental, music education, methods, college, pre-service, brass, woodwind,
percussion, and others. The searches revealed current and historical documents of music
education methods courses from colleges and universities, dating to the early 2000s, from which
data was extrapolated.
Questions and Hypothesis
Research Question and Hypothesis One
RQ1: What characteristics of a harmonica pedagogy curriculum developed for preservice music educators offered by institutions with four-year degrees in music education?
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H1: The characteristics of teaching music teachers how to teach the harmonica can vary
according to student age, interest, and influences. Pre-service music teachers can learn to
introduce the diatonic harmonica in the pre-K and elementary music classrooms and the
chromatic harmonica in the secondary music classroom. Learning additional characteristics of
the harmonica will give music teachers a secure foundation to arrange for the harmonica and
include students in small and large performance ensembles.
The harmonica as an instrumental music education tool will expand the music educator’s
ability to reach each of the students in the classroom. It offers an expanded choice of instruments
and possibly increases the students' cooperation to participate in music class. Offering students
an expanded selection of instruments removes the feeling of being forced to play an instrument
they do not like; at the same time, it empowers them to take ownership of their choice. The
results will include greater participation, fewer distractions, and more on-task time in
instrumental music education.
Research Question and Hypothesis Two
RQ2: What characteristics of pre-professional harmonica pedagogy curricular materials
would prepare music educators to make adaptations and modifications for students with
disabilities?
H2: The characteristics of harmonica pedagogy materials for pre-service music educators
seeking four-year degrees in music education prepare to include both disabled and non-disabled
students in the instrumental music classroom. According to the current legislation, additional
characteristics would include the music educator’s responsibilities which extend to individuals
with disabilities. The characteristics of the course will demonstrate holding the harmonica and
acceptable adaptation for students who have physical handicaps.
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Inclusion, FAPE, and LRE are mandates of NCLB, ESSA, and state school codes. The
exact specifications differ by state and are often subject to interpretation and case law. Still, the
music teacher must be aware of all students with IEPs in their classroom, know the provisions of
their IEPs, and provide all reasonable accommodations and modifications as the IEP team has
agreed. The harmonica is a competent instrument for music education in many ways. Still, most
significantly, it is the only musical instrument to make a musical sound while inhaling through
its reeds and can be held by two hands, one hand, or no hands.
Participants
This was a study of current and historical documents. It contains no human participants
and, therefore, does not require IRB approval. The documents were accessed through online
resources and available for public use. Names appearing with the cited documents are either
authors or professors.
Setting
The setting is higher education, institutions granting degrees and recommending state
certification in music education. These programs emanated from colleges within larger
universities and were identified as music schools, schools of music, and music departments.
Instrumental methods and special education content courses for music education majors were the
targets of the study. The study compared and revealed consistencies and omissions among the
courses, programs, and institutions.
Instrumentation
I accessed and evaluated course syllabi, program requirements, and scholarly articles in
this qualitative study. I considered the scope, breadth, and special education content found within
the courses’ syllabi. I looked for an introductory or foundational special education course for
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music education degree candidates. If such a class existed on the program requirements
document, I then evaluated the course according to which department or college is responsible
for teaching it. Courses examined were drawn from institutions in different geographic locations
and different states where possible. This process revealed consistencies and omissions.
Procedures
In this qualitative study, I conducted my research by accessing course syllabi and
program requirements documents from various colleges and universities and various scholarly
articles. I examined degree completion plans for music education degrees in search of an
introduction or foundational special education course and then to find which college or
department was responsible for teaching it. Methods course syllabi in music education classes
were examined to find consistency, or inconsistency, in scope and breadth. I found gross
inconsistencies and omissions throughout the data.
Data Analysis
I searched the internet for colleges and university websites where degree completion
plans and syllabi were freely accessible. A sample of five to eight documents was examined
under each area of music education methods courses – brass, woodwinds, percussion, and
elementary general music. I compared the data to find the scope and breadth of the class,
especially considering the number of instruments taught in the semester, the number of weeks
planned for each instrument, types of graded assignments, assessment protocol, and adaptations
and modifications for disabilities. Some courses omitted teaching all instruments from the
various instrument families, while others failed to dedicate sufficient time for student learning,
retention, and assessment. I was particularly focused on how educators are learning to teach
exceptional students and accommodate student disabilities in instrumental music.
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CHAPTER FOUR:
RESEARCH FINDINGS
University Music Programs
The syllabi and degree completion plans have inconsistencies and omissions, which I
have exposed for the benefit of exceptional student access to instrumental music education. My
intent was not to criticize schools or organizations but to expose a multi-level discrepancy in
specialized music education for exceptional students and prepare future teachers to meet national
educational standards. Pre-service instrumental methods courses are inconsistent in the scope and
breadth of music teacher candidates' content, planning, and assessment. The inconsistencies in
music education methods courses include the number of instruments taught in a single
semester.149 These same methods courses omit instruction for inclusion or co-teaching
classrooms and accommodating students with physical and cognitive disabilities. My focus is to
improve educational opportunities for students with disabilities. Children with disabilities have
been underrepresented and even excluded from instrumental music courses. A change to music
education methods courses is a step to including these exceptional students.
I particularly gave close attention to determine if music students receive adequate college
preparation to confidently make physical accommodations and curriculum modifications for
students with disabilities. I found that all the methods courses, with one exception, entirely
omitted instruction in disabilities. I found that most music education degree completion plans do
not teach a music-focused special education class. Only one university offers a concentration in
Special Education – Music, where students receive hands-on, practicum field experience with the
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melding of special education and music.
State departments of education (DOE) must closely scrutinize the requirements for
colleges that recommend initial or provisional licensure in music education. Their focus should
be to determine music education preparation programs’ compliance with the aims and goals of
the current state and federal legislation. The DOE should update the requirements for teacher
licensure, mandating that music education teacher programs have a one-semester course in
Special Education – Music. Future music teachers will learn about special education law and
how it directly applies to the school music teacher, who must provide appropriate
accommodations and curriculum modifications. The course can offer a practical approach to
provide accommodations and modifications for high incidence disabilities and an overview of
low incidence disabilities. LEAs and IEP teams should provide ongoing professional guidance
and as-needed training when a student’s educational placement changes.
National Music Associations and Educator Resources
Selected groups from MENC’s and NAfME’s memberships have met on several
occasions since the 1960s to continue discussions on the current issues in Music Education and
advocacy. The focus and emphasis of these summits have resulted in unanimous agreement to
fervently advocate for the preservation of music education in public schools. As a result, music
educators have become better self-advocates with school administrators and the community.
Music teachers had advocated for their classes when administrators and budget committees in
some communities expressed their intention to omit music classes to save costs to the school
district. Now, music teachers need to channel that same self-advocacy to learning about students
with disabilities in their schools by accessing funding for professional development under the
current legislation. Music teachers have had opportunities to collaborate with regular education
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teachers through cross-curricular lessons and units. Music teachers can create and expand
opportunities for groups of students that have been underrepresented and unrepresented in both
required and elective instrumental music classes.
ESSA has funding sources to provide professional development for current music
education professionals. A proactive approach by school boards will combat complacency and
improve educational access for students with disabilities. The legislation does not make
provisions to excuse music educators. Now is the time to devise and implement an in-service
training plan for music teachers.
One source of information for music teachers is journal articles. Published by music
support organizations, the journals provide music teachers with peer-juried articles that give
insight into current events affecting music teachers today. The journals of MENC, NAfME, and
the International Society for Music Education (ISME) are searchable online. Music teachers find
help and support to provide cognitive support, classroom accommodations, and curricular
modifications to students in maintaining compliance with their IEPs. Some of these topics are
advocacy, improved cognitive growth, and study habits in children who participate in the
instrumental music program.150 151 152 However, it seems that students with special needs,
particularly those with physical and cognitive handicaps, have not fared well with adequate
representation in these discussions. Band and orchestra directors do not know how to
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accommodate students with plegia, motor skills impairment, or those who read braille music in
the instrumental music classroom.
Federal Legislation
Federal legislation, NCLB, has impacted music education for decades. Mandated
programs, which require local board funding, tend to be translated into curricular cuts in a
misguided effort to avoid raising taxes. This translation almost always involved the cutting, or
threat of cutting, the arts and music electives. In Michigan, the Lansing School District
restructured its K-5 faculty to impact the school budget with a reduced liability for teacher
salaries. The school board and collective bargaining unit agreed that elementary music, art, and
physical education teachers were no longer needed, and “the responsibility for elementary arts
and physical education [fell] to the classroom teachers.”153 Teaching outside of educators’
certification areas had been more common in Appalachian states but has since spread to other
states.
During the years that NCLB was in effect, school districts changed the ebb and flow of
the annual school calendar to coincide with the state testing schedule. Emphasis was placed on
passing graduation tests, and students were often pulled out of art and music elective courses for
remedial instruction in a tested subject. Another result was that many students were denied the
opportunities that they previously had to choose to participate in music classes. The author Lynn
Tuttle stated, “academic classes [superseded] music classes… because of their disabilities.”154
Many students with disabilities require remedial academic support classes when they struggle
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within the inclusion classroom.
Music education encompasses discipline and musical intelligence. Howard Gardner, the
Theory of Multiple Intelligences creator, once stated, “can it simply be an accident that so many
mathematicians and scientists are attracted to music?”155 Musicians, mathematicians, and
scientists do not have a great deal in common, except for the discipline of rigid practice;
however, Gardner’s question is compelling. While American society may look down upon
musicians, they do not view mathematicians or scientists in that same way. Musical study at a
young age instills discipline and goals. According to Gardner, “good serious teaching in the arts
by competent teachers, encourage[s] students to master skills and express and appreciate what is
most important to them in ways that speak to others.”156 Making instrumental music education
accessible to all students with disabilities will provide structure and accuracy goals that are
fundamental to achieving success in anything that the student does in school or life.
In 2015, ESSA was signed into law. It provides increased funding for music education
and professional development for music teachers. The first change of note is that “much of the
control of the educational system is returned to the states.”157 A second change is regarding
federal funding, where “federal money can be used for technology that supports the strategy”158
so that all teachers can reach and teach all learners at all levels. The ESSA legislation guides the
states to provide students with a well-rounded education, which inherently has the “purpose of
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providing all students access to an enriched curriculum and educational experience”159 and
“contribute[s] to the furthering of inequitable outcomes in public education.”160 Students with
disabilities can now learn to appreciate instrumental music education from the vantage point of
participation in music-making with same-aged peers.
School districts can access professional development funding from Titles I, II, and IV,
designated to provide a well-rounded education. A proactive approach by school boards on
behalf of their current professional staff will combat complacency and improve educational
access for students with disabilities. Since the legislation does not make provisions to excuse
music educators, an in-service training plan for music teachers needs to be devised and
implemented to avoid violations of FAPE and LRE, which result in costly litigation for the
school district.
Adaptations to Include the Harmonica in the Music Classroom
The music teacher’s requirements to adapt the music for the harmonica can be as easy as
selecting a concert pitch instrumental part from the score in the treble clef. For example, the
flute, oboe, violin, or mallet percussion parts can be played on the harmonica. Simple
annotations can be made to avoid double stops that do not work on the chromatic harmonica in
the key of C. Another annotation may include the use of tablature to help guide the student in
reading the music and contributing an important factor to the overall ensemble and classroom.
That important factor is the inclusion of a student with a disability in an instrumental
performance-based music classroom.
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Modifications for emotionally and behaviorally impaired students
For children with explosive and other severe behaviors, the harmonica is an appropriate
instrument for them to access in order for the teacher to teach state and national music standards
adequately. The diatonic harmonica with a durable ABS comb and stainless-steel cover plates is
the best choice for younger students whose classroom behaviors and ability to follow instructions
are still emerging. This construction will withstand being thrown and can be washed in
lukewarm water with dish soap. While internal maintenance requires specialized tools, care and
cleaning can be done through ordinary measures and by the student. The chromatic harmonica is
not recommended for these exceptionalities at the elementary age or grade level.
The diatonic harmonica’s tuning scheme features chordal harmonies for two or more
blow or draw notes. For example, the teacher can modify his curriculum while teaching about
harmony by calling upon one of his students with a harmonica to demonstrate the tonic triad and
dominant chord. The seven half-diminished seventh chord can be aptly demonstrated for more
advanced study, including ascending and descending arpeggios. While these students with
emotional and behavioral impairments are often given mallet and Orff instruments, there may be
a possibility of mallets and sticks being thrown, putting other children at risk. Although there is
still a chance of the harmonica being thrown, the personal responsibility given to the child may
decrease the likelihood of the student throwing something that they consider to be their own.
This ownership of an instrument that they can bring anywhere, unlike a drum or xylophone, will
teach the student not only about musical techniques, but also positive behavioral reinforcement,
boundaries, and responsibility.
As the child progresses to the secondary educational level, it can be discussed in the
child’s IEP meeting if it is appropriate to advance the student to the chromatic harmonica. The
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IEP team will have updated behavioral assessment results that show progress or regression of
classroom behaviors. The IEP team will have current records indicating the child’s care and
responsibility in the music program, informing the music educator how to proceed. Suppose the
IEP team finds it appropriate to write an annual measurable goal for the chromatic harmonica. In
that case, the music educator will be able to provide input to the child’s quarterly progress
monitoring reports that will be sent to the parents. This is a plausible plan of action to include a
child with emotional and behavioral impairments by further providing positive reinforcement to
encourage the student’s positive classroom behavior and participation. Furthermore, the teacher
needs to be fully aware of the individual needs of each student with a disability, including
recommendations by the IEP team to approach and deliver instruction, reward appropriate
behavior, and redirect inappropriate behavior. To engage students with emotional and behavioral
impairments, seeking out their favorite genre or song and adapting it for the harmonica with a
complementary arrangement to feature the harmonica as a long-term reward or appropriate
behavior and work ethic will inspire them to develop positive leadership skills.
Modifications for visually impaired students
The diatonic harmonica lends itself to students with visual impairment because it can be
learned kinesthetically by muscle memory of the position of the mouth to achieve certain notes.
Learning the position of the mouth for each note takes practice and patience, like any other
instrument a child may learn to play. The diatonic harmonica is the smallest of the standard
harmonicas and easily fits in a child’s hands. If necessary, the child can hold the diatonic in one
hand or mounted in a neck frame to read braille music. Suppose the child’s visual impairment
does not require braille music. In that case, the teacher can enlarge the music for the student to
read easily or utilize an electronic tablet that the student can magnify independently.
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A visually impaired student can use the chromatic harmonica to play any instrumental
part in the band or orchestra while being positioned for a clear view of the conductor with the
necessary music adaptations. It is not likely that a student playing the trumpet or French horn
would be positioned in the front row with the flutes, oboes, and clarinets for the best view of the
conductor. The harmonica can be placed inconspicuously anywhere in the ensemble to meet the
student’s visual needs. Not only does this accommodation result in fully including a student with
a visual impairment, but it also provides the band director or orchestra conductor a viable way to
include parts of the score not otherwise covered by additional instrumentation. For example, a
chromatic harmonica in the key of A, Bb, Eb, or F can cover parts for clarinets, saxophones,
trumpets, and French horns without any transposition by the music instructor. This presents the
principle that by playing chromatic harmonicas pitched in different keys, the harmonicist can
read transposed parts.
Suppose the student requires the use of both hands to read braille music. In that case, the
diatonic and the Hands-Free Chromatic (HFC) harmonicas can be placed in a frame that is able
to be positioned by the student, a personal care assistant, or the music teacher to accommodate
this need. These adaptations are reasonable to allow the student to participate with band or
orchestral music in braille form. The music teacher will differentiate instruction for the student
with visual impairment using any of the following: oral instruction, written instruction, braille
instruction, repetition, and recorded instruction and materials to deliver the lesson. The student
will be able to respond using oral response, live performance, and recorded performance to
measure the acquisition of musical understanding, knowledge, and instrumental technique.
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Modifications for physically impaired students
The harmonica is generally held in the left hand, leaving the right hand free for hand
effects or pressing the slide bar on the chromatic harmonica. Grasping modifications can include:
reversing the hand functions, which means grasping the harmonica in the right hand and
reversing the slide bar to be operated by the left hand, or it can be mounted in a frame such that
the slide bar can be operated by the dominant hand or using the HFC for full operation sans
hands. Additionally, established methods teach holding the harmonica with the low notes on the
left and high notes on the right, just like the piano keyboard. A modification in response to a
specific student’s need can include reversing the harmonica so that the high notes are to the left
and low notes to the right with no barrier from the slide bar because it too can be reversed.
A standard chromatic harmonica with no structural modifications can be frame mounted
to support the weight of the harmonica. This allows for a student with minimal control of motor
skills to press the slide bar with his dominant or stronger hand. The HFC, a modern modification
of the standard chromatic harmonica, is mounted in a frame for students who do not have upper
limb mobility or dexterity to both hold the harmonica and push the slide bar. The HFC is
designed with a four-millimeter vertically moving mouthpiece. This movement requires only
minimal movement of the lips, jaw, or neck. In the extraordinary cases of students with severe
physical impairment of the neck and facial muscles, it would benefit the student and music
educator to work in conjunction with the child’s physical therapist for best practices and
therapeutic opportunities. Students with impaired neck movement will gain better control and
strength in their mobility while learning to play the HFC.
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Chapter Summary
Music education program requirements and methods courses largely omit instruction to
accommodate students with disabilities. Students with motor skills impairment, paraplegia, and
severe vision impairment are part of an unserved and underserved population in the instrumental
performance-based music classroom. Legislation requires students with disabilities to be
included in classes with non-disabled peers to the greatest extent possible to be in compliance
with FAPE and LRE. Music educators ought to seek alternative musical instruments that can be
played by a child with any disability or no disability.
The impact to the music teacher in terms of additional preparation is minimal to include
the harmonica in their classroom. Standard musical notation is read with only minor annotations
and modifications to the written score; otherwise, the child can play the part seamlessly just as
the child was playing the instrument for which the part was written. The student will perform the
music in a fully inclusive instrumental performance-based classroom with their non-disabled
peers. By providing these modifications to the performing ensemble, the music teacher will
comply with legislation and guidelines, avoiding due process litigation, a potential result of
failure to provide FAPE and LRE.
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CHAPTER FIVE:
CONCLUSION
Summary of Study
This qualitative study has examined degree completion plans and the syllabi of music
education methods courses offered by colleges and universities that grant four-year degrees in
music education. I reviewed additional documents from the National Association for Music
Education and the National Association for Schools of Music. The examination of these
documents revealed shortcomings on several levels. The most telling omission is the absence of
methodology that prepares pre-service instrumental music educators to provide curricular
accommodations and instrumental modifications for students with special needs. In particular,
some of the specific needs that I am referring to are upper limb motor skills impairment,
monoplegia, hemiplegia, quadriplegia, vision impairment, blindness, and emotional and
behavioral impairment. Music educators need pre-professional course content teaching them how
to adapt curriculum, modify musical instruments, and participate in IEP meetings.
Summary of Findings and Prior Research
Pre-service music teachers seeking a four-year degree with state teacher certification
must complete general university requirements in addition to music education and teacher
licensure courses. Music education courses include teaching methods where future educators
learn vocal and instrumental pedagogy as it applies to K-12 students. These methods classes are
fundamentally flawed because they lack content for adapting instruments or modifying
curriculums for students with disabilities. Students with special needs often require
accommodation, modification, or both. Students who are visually impaired (VI) often require the
accommodation of enlarged music. In contrast, others will use electronic devices to read music.
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Students who are blind can learn to read braille music with their fingers. Students with severe
upper limb impairments have been underrepresented in instrumental music classes. Those with
monoplegia, paraplegia, and cerebral palsy altogether have been an unrepresented population.
ESSA provides funding to school districts so that they can provide professional
development for music teachers. Under ESSA, schools are directed to provide students with a
well-rounded education. Students who do not perform well in core academic subjects can access
a well-rounded education in music. The funding procured under ESSA will pay for professional
development and special classroom equipment needed to accommodate students.
Underrepresented and unrepresented student groups have access to instrumental music
performance classrooms.
Limitations
Implementing uniformity of degree completion plans and course syllabi has several
limitations—people, geography, bureaucracy; people are biased, geography is vast, and
bureaucracy is time-consuming. Biases reveal a person’s rigidity, which is exposed when change
is proposed, and a person perceives a departure from their comfort zone. The comfort of the
teachers and school districts is not an excuse for failing to make accommodations for students
with disabilities to be included and receive a well-rounded education to comply with ESSA.
Geography encompasses various people groups, cultures, and values of a society. While some
folks from one geographical area may support an initiative to include students with disabilities in
music class, those from another geographical location may withdraw support. Bureaucracy is
often associated with lengthy processes, debates, and hearings. Flexibility and growth,
compliance with legislation and guidelines should be the goal of all educators. Complacency
does not have a place in the professional realm.
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Implementing uniformity of music education degree completion plans across the United
States will remove some state teacher preparation requirements outliers. Those states with the
most rigid teacher preparation requirements will likely relax their standards. However, states
who have not yet addressed the need for a special education component in the music education
degree completion requirements will be forced to raise their minimum standards. Nationwide, K12 students with disabilities will prosper because the instrumental music program will become
more accessible.
The common element is people. There are biased people on committees and boards in our
legislative government involved in slowing down or speeding up bureaucratic processes. Bias is
marked by rigidity. One opinionated person on a curriculum committee, school board, or state
senate, can slow down progress. Two people with opposing rigid biases can stop all progress and
delay the resolution and potential implementation of an initiative.
Advocacy must initiate through the membership organizations within NAfME that serve
music educators. Federal and state legislators need to be informed of the inconsistencies and
encouraged to create amendments to fill in the omissions by the individual state DOEs where this
applies. Music teachers can use the podium on concert nights to explain to parent groups, local
special needs organizations, and disability advocates of the need for these changes. There needs
to be pressure to stop the complacency that currently exists.
I am looking forward with optimism. Music schools should provide their students with a
well-rounded curriculum that prepares them to have a degree and teacher licensure, which is
reciprocal in any state. Each music school must prepare students with the highest state
requirements for music teacher certification to achieve this goal. The outcome will be degree
completion plans and methods course syllabi with alignment and uniformity like never before.
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A one-semester course in Special Education – Music should be implemented immediately
and required for all persons pursuing a music education degree or state teacher certification. The
professor of record could be a person with master’s degrees in both music and special education.
But the course could also be staffed as a co-taught course, by two professors sharing the
coursework responsibilities, much in the same way that inclusion classrooms operate in the K-12
realm. Class participants should also be required to attend field observations of adapted music
classes in public schools.
As the music education majors learn about disabilities in this proposed course, they will
learn acceptable ways to adapt brass and woodwind instruments and stick holds for percussion.
Also, during this class would be a good opportunity to introduce the Hands-Free Chromatic
(HFC) harmonica to those who have never seen one before (see Appendix B, C, D, E, and F).
The HFC can be played without any limbs, yet the instrument can play the flute or oboe part in
any musical score. Mallet percussion and violin parts can also be played on the HFC with
annotations by the music teacher. Music educators need to have reliable strategies and resources,
now in the realm of special education, in addition to music.
Implications for Practice
Music educators need to have access to a musical instrument that is portable and
adaptable. This instrument can be traditional or non-traditional, but it must be adaptable “for use
by students with special needs.”161 The music teacher has some options, including guitar,
ukulele, accordion, melodica, and harmonica. Students who lack the use of their hands to hold
and manipulate keys or valves on a musical instrument are cheated out of instrumental music
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education and are effectively denied “the same opportunities… as other students.”162 Therefore,
such students are not able to play the guitar, ukulele, accordion, or melodica; however, they can
play the harmonica. In America today, the harmonica is available in two varieties, the 10-hole
diatonic and the 12-hole chromatic. The diatonic harmonica, also known as the blues harp, is
traditionally the one that is seen mounted to a neck rack and played by a guitar player. To
provide students with disabilities access to instrumental music education and the performance
classroom, the student will need a chromatic instrument capable of demonstrating the learning
outcomes aligned with the state standards for instrumental music education.
The Chromatic Harmonica
The Chromatic Harmonica is one instrument that can be adapted and played with either
the left or the right hand, both hands, or no hands. The chromatic harmonica, also known as the
“Chromonica,” is typically held with low notes to the left, high notes, and the slide bar to the
right. The slide bar is a spring-loaded, horizontally moving shuttle valve that redirects airflow
from the mouthpiece into upper or lower chambers (channels) inside the comb (body) of the
harmonica. All the natural notes of the C scale are playable with the slide in the outward
position. When the slide bar is depressed, the air is diverted to raise the pitch a half step. Thus,
pressing the slide bar gives access to all the natural notes of the C# (or Db) scale, which are
playable by holding the slide inward.
The Chromonica is designed to be held with the left hand and supported by the right
while also operating the slide bar with the right index finger or cupping the back of the
harmonica for added hand effect. This hold is considered normal or right-handed. The
configuration can be easily modified to accommodate a person with motor skills impairment,
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paralysis, or further physical impairments. The most accessible modification is to turn over the
whole harmonica placing the high notes and slide bar on the left and low notes on the right. A
second way is to adapt is to modify the harmonica to reverse the slide bar assembly for left-hand
operation; this would leave the low notes on the left and high notes on the right and only change
the position and movement of the slide bar.
Finally, due to recent innovations, the Chromonica can be adapted for use without either
hand—the Hands-Free Chromatic (HFC). This modification requires a custom-made mouthpiece
designed with vertical movement to shift the airflow through the mouthpiece, eliminating the
slide bar and its horizontal movement. Like the diatonic harmonica, the fully chromatic HFC
harmonica is mounted in a frame that is suspended at the player’s neck. The frame has height and
angle adjustments to comfortably set the playing position while allowing for the four-millimeter
vertical travel of the head-operated mouthpiece (see Appendices B, C, and D).
The standard Chromonica and HFC are 12-hole, 3-octave musical instruments. Their
normal range is C4-D7, and they can easily play music written for flute, piccolo, oboe, violin,
and mallet percussion. Custom configurations and keys are available in the Alto and Tenor
ranges and other keys such as A, Bb, D, Eb, and F. Thus, the Chromonica and HFC can even
play the transposed parts for trumpets, clarinets, saxophones, and French horns. The Chromonica
player reads standard music notation in concert pitch. Adapting a part in a band or orchestra
score is not hard, aside from minor annotations.
The Chromonica is the only musical wind instrument in the world that can be played
without either hand. Additionally, the Chromonica is the only wind instrument that produces
pitched music when inhaling or during inspiration of the lungs. For these reasons, the
Chromonica is the natural and foremost choice of a musical instrument that can be adapted to
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include so many students with physical disabilities, making the music performance classroom
indeed a full inclusion classroom.
Learning about disabilities to accommodate the physical aspects of the classroom and
modifying the curriculum to provide specially designed instruction (SDI) is hard for many
regular education teachers. Quite frankly, this specialized instruction makes the teacher’s job
quite challenging. Certain handicapping conditions resulting in aggressive or non-compliant
attitudes may characterize a student as a “tough kid.” Pre-service training needs to give the future
music teacher strategies and a toolbox, including alternative instruments and techniques, to
differentiate instruction in the full inclusion music classroom. Current professional music
educators can access professional development and seek funding for training courses under the
ESSA.
Music Education is steep in its traditions, and even NAfME’s Opportunities to Learn
Standards (OTL) classifies all non-traditional instruments as non-Western instruments. Music
education needs to expand their music education methods courses to include harmonica
pedagogy in an all-out effort to create full inclusion music classrooms. Stigmas and stereotypes
of the harmonica and harmonica players perpetuate false limitations on the harmonica.
Harmonica concerti by famous composers have been almost forgotten by many but are still
unknown to many of the current generation of college music professors.
The harmonica is also steep in traditions. Among other achievements, it was the first
musical instrument played in outer space.163 Large harmonica ensembles were among the first
musicians featured on “talkies,” sound films, in 1929. The first harmonica concerto was written
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in 1940 for American-born harmonica virtuoso Larry Adler, named the Caribbean Concerto for
Harmonica and Orchestra by Jean Berger. In the 1920s, a philanthropist named Albert Hoxie,
organized the Philadelphia Harmonica Band, which performed for two Presidential inaugurations
and were regular guests of President Herbert Hoover during his term in the White House.
Music teacher preparation programs need to provide pre-service music teachers with
harmonica pedagogy to teach the harmonica to their students. Given that it is the only wind
instrument playable without hands and that students with gross motor skills deficits can play
either a standard or adapted Chromonica, it is the only choice. The only answer is to train music
teachers with a new musical tool to make their band or orchestra into a full inclusion music
classroom model. That tool is the Hands-Free Chromatic Harmonica.
The Hands-Free Chromatic Harmonica
The Hands-Free Chromatic Harmonica (HFC) is a revolutionary development in the
advancement of the harmonica, providing Michael Easton, the manufacturer of the HFC, says
that his instrument “is designed for those who wish to play a chromatic harmonica… [and]
simultaneously play another… instrument.”164 Multi-instrumentalists who have used rackmounted diatonic harmonicas in the past can now choose a rack-mounted chromatic harmonica
instead. Easton goes on to say that “the HFC also provides a full-capability musical instrument
for those with impaired use of their hands.”165 Persons with such handicaps that limit the use of
their arms, hands, and fingers can now be active participants in instrumental music ensembles.
Further, Easton goes on to explain how the instrument is different from the conventional
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chromatic harmonica stating, “the pushbutton, slide, and metal mouthpiece are replaced by a
movable, lightweight, plastic mouthpiece... [requiring] downward mouthpiece motion of only
4mm.”166 Moving the mechanism is as simple as a vertical head nod that gives instant access to
all of the chromatic scale, any major or minor diatonic scale, arpeggio, or mode. According to
the inventor, Vern Smith, “the angle required to shift from naturals [notes] to sharps/flats is
about 1.5 degrees, and it takes about 3 oz (85g) to push the HFC mouthpiece.”167
The HFC is adaptable to a person’s posture despite whether they are seated or standing.
The instrument is mounted to a frame, commonly known as a harp rack or neck rack, and
adjusted for comfort, range of motion, and uninhibited head movement (see Appendices D, E,
and F). Given the minimal required range of motion and force to move the vertical sliding
mouthpiece, the HFC is the only choice for providing a modified musical instrument to students
who previously did not have access to secondary instrumental music classes.
Benefits for Educators and Students
Music educators will expand their understanding of various disabilities as they learn to
provide for the needs of students with specific learning disabilities, mental health diagnoses, and
physical impairments. With this understanding, music teachers will confidently provide
instruction that students will retain and demonstrate their newly acquired musical skills through
implementing them in the full inclusion music classroom. By including students who are
currently excluded, music educators have an opportunity to increase student participation in their
programs resulting in increased administrative and community support for music education in
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schools. Music educators may not realize intrinsic rewards but will certainly experience
gratification in knowing that they provided students with FAPE and LRE by expanding
preconceived educational borders and utilizing all possible avenues of reaching children for
instrumental music instruction.
Students with disabilities will receive instrumental music instruction in a full inclusion
music classroom along with their non-disabled peers. Populations of students with disabilities in
unrepresented and underrepresented exceptionality types will now gain access to a part of
secondary education. They have been excluded due to the absence of pre-service preparation and
professional development to accommodate children with motor skills paraplegia, and visual
impairment. The student will gain instrumental musical skills, performance experience, new
interpersonal skills, and self-confidence as they begin a new era of music education. By
providing instrumental music education, the student will receive an important element in their
well-rounded education, which will improve their quality of life.
The student’s post-secondary transition will be enhanced through access to community
groups, avocational and musical opportunities, and general mental and respiratory wellness. The
harmonica is portable, easy to clean, and integrates well in various musical settings. The student
can learn to entertain others, work collaboratively, have an outlet for self-expression, and
advocate for their emotional state of being. No other musical instrument has the ability to be
used to promote respiratory wellness because only the harmonica makes music when the player
inhales and exhales. Many medical organizations nationally have been implementing the use of
the harmonica for respiratory rehabilitation for over a decade, which is yet another benefit for
students with disabilities to exercise their lungs in a mild and controlled way.
Non-disabled students in the inclusion classroom will benefit by appreciating another
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person’s contribution to the ensemble instead of referring to them as merely a label based on
their disability category or classification as special needs. They will learn and practice
appropriate interactions and even flexibility as they learn to communicate in a new way with
persons who have a disability. Non-disabled students will learn that students with disabilities can
contribute to a group’s effort, including public concert performance. The educational benefit to
the non-disabled student is a lifetime of understanding that all people have skills and deficits and
that we must seek the positive attributes in others.
Summary
Music education methods electives should include an eight-week, half-semester course to
teach future music teachers to teach the harmonica. The diatonic is appropriate for all age-grade
levels and is a tool to teach children about melody, harmony, chords, and ensemble performance.
The 10-hole diatonic harmonica in the key of C has a range of C4 through C6; however, only the
middle octave contains a complete diatonic scale. The first-octave tuning omits the fourth and
sixth to facilitate the tonic and dominant chords. The third-octave tuning omits the leading tone,
which is assumed to be playable through the advanced technique called bending the reed. Music
teachers can use current classroom materials to teach the diatonic harmonica since most
elementary recorder books have playable songs in the one-octave range. The range of the
chromatic harmonica in the key of C is C4 through D7. This harmonica contains three complete,
chromatic octaves. The chromatic harmonica player can learn to play the flute, oboe, violin, and
mallet percussion part of any band or orchestra score.
The nation’s awareness to educate students with disabilities is at an all-time high. After
strict regulations, rigorously teaching core academic subjects, and standardized testing, America
has shifted its values to provide students with a well-rounded education. IDEA, FAPE, and LRE
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all remain the same. ESSA communicates that some students thrive in classes aside from core
academics. Such students should be given the latitude to choose music and arts classes, which
will help them to develop cognitive, vocational, recreation, and quality of life skills.
Pre-service instrumental music teachers need additional training in providing
accommodations and modifications for students with IEPs. Training should be integrated with
the instrumental methods courses already a part of the Bachelor of Music in Education degree.
Restructuring of these methods courses might be in order, with oversight by an organization such
as NASM and NAfME. A goal of restructuring might be to gain uniformity in the course content.
Pre-service instrumental music teachers also need to learn fundamental concepts of the
harmonica. A harmonica pedagogy curriculum should be integrated with existing music
education methods courses. The knowledge of standard diatonic harmonica tuning, also known
as Richter tuning, and the confidence to teach it will empower the music teacher to reach even
the most unreachable student in his class. The music teacher’s knowledge to compare Richter to
the solo-tuned chromatic harmonica will give the confidence to teach the solo-tuned chromatic
harmonica. The skill to offer the harmonica to a student with special needs will contribute to
FAPE, LRE, and the well-rounded education mandates. Instrumental music class sizes will grow
as student participation increases because students, parents, administrators, and legislators realize
that a well-rounded education leads to relevant education where the student's class participation
is anticipated and desired.
There is so much more work that needs to be done in this field. This thesis simply points
out the problem and identifies its multi-level depth. The purpose of this thesis is not to criticize
currently approved courses. Instead, it is intended to improve educational opportunities for
students with disabilities by expanding their opportunities to engage with their peers in the band
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and orchestra. The unrepresented and underrepresented population of students with special needs
has been quiet; now is the time that their voices be heard.
Recommendations for Future Study
I will complete a half-semester introduction course and a seven-semester chromatic
harmonica course. I will seek a university faculty position where I can co-teach a music
education methods course on disabilities and the harmonica and conduct interest and feasibility
studies to propose a course of study for applied music – harmonica. The data will be generated
initially from student participation questionnaires and marketing surveys. Data analysis will be
used to determine an optimal implementation timeline for these programs.
Future studies should survey secondary students with disabilities to learn how they desire
to access the secondary electives for instrumental music. The test group should consist of
students with motor skills deficits who are not currently participating in secondary elective
instrumental music classes—finding out from each student how they envision their role
performing with the high school band or orchestra.
I recommend that a clinical trial follow if the survey should reveal even one participating
student. The students should commit to trying to stay in the study as long as possible.
Participating students will receive applied lessons, sectional coaching, and participation in a
large instrumental ensemble. Participants should be pre-assessed to determine their initial
musical knowledge, state of mind, and cognitive levels. Throughout the study, the teacher should
assess signs of growth in music, state of mind, and cognitive levels.
Finally, the student should be matched with an ensemble according to the student’s
ability and interest. This can be accomplished through band, orchestra, jazz band, and chamber
ensembles with homogeneous or non-homogeneous instruments. Post-assessment should note
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overall gains or losses in musical knowledge, state of mind, and cognitive levels. Feedback at the
end of the study should include input from the student, parents, music teacher, and special
education teachers.
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APPENDIX
Appendix A – Abbreviations and Acronyms
ENR – Ergonomic Neck Rack
ESSA – The Every Student Succeeds Act
FAPE – Free and Appropriate Public Education
HFC – Hands-Free Chromatic [Harmonica]
HR3 – Tubular Microphone for the Hands Free Chromatic and Ergnomic Neck Rack
IEP – Individualized Education Plan
LEA – Local Education Agency
LRE – Least Restrictive Environment
MAG – Measurable Annual Goals
MDT – Multidisciplinary Team
MICENR – Microphone for the Hands Free Chromatic and Ergonomic Neck Rack
NCLB – No Child Left Behind
SDI – Specially Designed Instruction
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Appendix B–-The Hands-Free Chromatic Harmonica (Hohner)

Figure 1: Photo courtesy of Michael Easton

Figure 2: Photo by author

Figure 3: Photo by author

Figure 4: Photo by author

Figure 5: Photo by author
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Appendix C—The Hands-Free Chromatic Harmonica (Seydel)

Figure 6: Photo courtesy of Michael Easton

Figure 7: Photo courtesy of Michael Easton
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Appendix D—The Hands-Free Chromatic Harmonica (Seydel and Hohner in frame)

Figure 8: Photo courtesy of Michael Easton

Figure 9: Photo by author

Figure 10: Photo by author

Figure 11: Photo by author
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Appendix E—The Hands-Free Chromatic Harmonica (amputee)

Figure 12: Photo redacted for annonymity
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Appendix F—The Hands-Free Chromatic Harmonica (amputee)

Figure 13 Photo redacted for annonymity

